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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
TWENTY-EIGHT-

YEAR

H

ALBUQUERQUE,

LONG SERIES OF

EARTHQUAKES
CAUSE PANIC

applying the publicity principle to the
collection of campaign contributions.
In a letter to William Hoge, president
of the Commercial Travelers Anti-Truleague, which was received yesterday Mr. Bryan approved the plans
for reception so far as they have been
laid before him and cautioned his
managers to avoid ail factional disputes, that all factions might have an
equal chance and. "so that it will not
be our fault if everything is not harmonious." Mr. Bryan then made the
suggestion that a popular subscription involving the principle of publicity should be employed to defray the
cost of the reception. This method,
he added, "would set a good exampe
for the campaign."
st
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IN SOCORRO
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Disturbances.

FIN ALLS' DISPOSED Of

Against Councilman Who
Peached Stricken Prom Docket.
St. Louis, July 16. The last of the
St. Louis noted boodlers cases
one exception was disposed of today
when Circuit Attorney Sager nolled
three charges, two of bribery and one
of perjury, against Charles Gutke. a
former member of the house of delegates.
Mr. Sager announced that Gutke
had turned state's evidence and hU
testimony was used In the prosecutions of the. other members of the
alleged boodle combine. The charges
were then wiped from the docket.
This action leaves only one of the
boodle cases pending, that of Robert
Snyder, the Kansas City promoter and
capitalist,
against
whom
revised
charges have been tiled.

of Charges

Unie rsity Considers Installation
Seismograph to Keep Track

( ASICS

of

i

DISMISSED

STANDARD OIL

ATTORNEYS

MAY YET MEET

REENGAGED

ITS WATERLOO

Peace Commissioners to Meet on United

believed that the Marblehead

ELKS

Mrs. Thaw Assumes Charge Attorney General Confidentof

High

Victory

I

will take on the Salvadorean commissioners at La Libertad and then proceed to the nearest Guatemalan port,
San Jose, where agents of that government will board the ship which
will then go to sea beyond the three-mil- e

IN

Fop

GUATEMALA

loss of blood.
Is

Slated

Place
ol Son's Defense
PLANS for
PRISING IN SALVADOR
Panama, July 18. President Cabrera's plan seems to be to attack Salvador by the Guatemalan and Honduras CZAR HESITATES TO
DEFENDANTS WISHES NOT
frontiers, concentrating his efforts uu
the Honduras side so as to allow
NAME NEW MINISTRY
CONSIDERED IN MATTER
Oeneral Kivas, the Salvadorean leader
who has taken part with Guatemala.
and who is in command of a division.
io enter me eastern ssaivailorean pro- Friends of Goreymkin Cabinet Still Insanity Plea Wilt Probably Be Relied
vinces, where he enjoys much prestige, in order that he may start a
Hopeful in Spite of Adverse Vote
Upon to Save White's Slayer
revolution there agHinst President Escalón of Salvador.
In Council of Empire.
From the Death Chair,
BOTH SIDES PIT
UP BRAVE STRUGGLE
St. Petersburg, July 16. It is unNew York, July 16. Immediately
San Salvador, July 16. Guatemala
Is righting Salvador and Honduras at derstood that
Admiral Rojestvensky following her interview with her son,
four points on Guatemalan and Hon- who was acquitted by court martial of Harry K. Thaw, in the Jombs today.
duras territory.
Both sides tight the charge of cowardice in surren- Mrs. William Thaw
assumed full
dering to the enemy after the battle charge of the defense and arrange:!
bravely with uncertain results.
of the Sea of Japan, will be restored to retain the services as counsel of
to the active list of the navy and as- the lirm of Black, Olcott, Q ruber and
HONDURAS WILLING TO
DISARM IF OTHERS AGREE signed to a prominent position on the Bouynge, who
were
dismissed by
young Thaw a few days ago. This acWashington, July U. Honduras is technical committee of the navy.
la
to
tion
mean
taken
that Harry
willing to disarm and submit its KILLING OP GENERAL KOSLOV
Thaw s deslíes and opinions
grievances to arbitration as soon as
HAS HAD EFFECT ON CZAR the defense will be Ignored regarding
and that
Guatemala and san Salvodar agree i
St. Petersburg. July 16. There are reliance will be placed on the plea f
üo likewise.
A dispatch announcing no developments in
cabinet situa- insanity, inslstance on which by Mr.
Honduras' willingness to arbitrate whi tion. The murder oftheGeneral
Koelov OlcOtl resulted in 'he rupture between
received today by the state departme.it is reported to have made an exceedfrom Philip K. Brown, the American ingly bad impression on the emperor himself and his client. Whether an
charge, who was looking after the and the Novoe Vremya denies that application will be made for the apof a committee of lunacy
Interests of the United States when the cabinet had resigned. The hesita- pointment
the war broke out. Mr. Merry, the tion at Petcrhof has raised hopes In to determine young Thaw's mental
be determined
American minister to San Salvado-- , the minds of some of the present pre- condition will probably
advises the deparlmcni today that he mier's colleagues that he can hold on at a conference to be held by Mrs.
tomorrow.
the
Thaw
counsel
and
Is still negotiating with the Salvadoreven In the face of the adverse vote
The meeting between Mrs. Thaw
ean authorities, trying to get them to in the upper house of parliament on
and her son at the Tombs was an
agree to disarm and meet the Guate- Saturday.
affecting one. During the interview
malan envoys at Washington, or elseM. Hoditrheff. leader of the constithe prisoner's wife stood in silence in
where to arrange for the settlement of tutional democrats Will head the
n
the corridor a few feet away from the
their difficulties.
of the Russian parliament to cell
door, waiting her turn to speak
the conference of the
with her husband. No words were
HONDURAS MERELY
union in Loudon, which as- exchanged
between Mrs. Thaw und her
RESISTED INVASION sembles July 21. M. Allalln representdaughter-in-law- .
New York. July 16. The Associate J ing the group of toll.
has received the following telegram
BLOODY."
ORGANIZE TO
from the president
Honduras: NOBLES PROTECT
BATTLE IN PltlLADIXI'lll
riii.it;
ESTATES
"Tegucigalpa, July 16. Honduras has
Sunday-nighSt.
Petersburg.
July
16.
not declared war. Guatemala, without
California Amateur Gives Ouukcr City
witnessed the usual collision bejustification or reason, has invaded the
Man l ight of Ills Lite.
tween
polios'
workmen
and
the
and
territory of this republic and the
Philadelphia, July 16. Sam Beige
whole country has conn ;o the nation- gendarmes in the industrial quarters the California amateur heavyweight,
of (he capital.
In the Hchlusselhurg
gave Philadelphia Jack O'Brien Dial, defense. Manuel Bonilla."
road three thousand persons attacked ehardest battle of his career tonight.
a street car which ran over a drunken Notwithstanding
HONDURAS AND SALVADOR
that O'Brien continBECAME ALLIES MONTHS ago soldier. The crowd stopped the car ually sent his left to the chin and
willi
enthe
intention
of lynching the
Tegucigalpa, July 16. According
wind, Berger came back and force
to an agreement signed at Corlltto, six gineer and conductor, but were dis- the tighiing in every round. O'Bii in
Nobles
suaded.
having
large
estates
months ago, the republics of San
had all the advantage In the opening
Salvador and Honduras became allies have formed an organisation for the round, and landed at will. His footprotection
to
mutual
property,
their
for defensive purposes.
work seemed lo dazzle Berger, but 1
both against expropriation by law and the
tight progressed the California!!
depsollation by the peasant
ROOSEVELT DISCUSSES
In the second round lier- NEGOTIATIONS POR PEACE
MLfer opened up a deep gash over O'- MURDERED
GENERAL
Oyster Bay, July 16. Peace nego
left eye, and the Philadelphia
MISTA KPN FOB i'P.I.I'OIT
tiations between Guatemala and Sal- - ' St. Petesburg,
Berger bleeding from the nosa.
had
July
It,
Additional Until were covered with blood us tlv y
vador are being arranged today by
of the assassination of General went
President Itonsevelt and Acting Secro details
heli- corners.
The contest
Koslov,
of
headquarters
staff, in was onelo
the
tary of State Bacon. The negotiaftstest ever witnessed in
oithe
park
on
the
at
Saturday,
Petorhof
tions, it is stated, will doubtelesa be prove
beyond question that the mur- this city between heavyweights.
held on the American cruiser MarbleO'Brien was forced to use all his
derer believed he was killing General cunning
head, now in Guatemalan waters.
to avoid Herger's rushes, and
Trcpoff.
The tragedy occurred in the
presence of several thousand people tho latter again opened up O'Brien'
who were listening to the music in damaged eye with a vicious swing.
Just before the close of the round,
the Knglish park below Grand ChaJolt to Bergar'i
teau, adjoining the park of the Alex- O'Brien's short-arlaw
made the latter's knees knock toander palace, whore the Imperial
family and General Trepoff reside. A gether. Berger had the Philadelphia'!
young man dressed as a workman, decidedly worried In the two dosic;
gazed long and earnestly al General rounds.
When O'Brien led he would InvariKo.lov, then took a photograph from
his pocket to compare it to KOSloVl ably jump in the air, and swing his
features, He then drew a pistol and left around Bcrger's neck. The evident Intention being to tire his heavy
fired four shots point blank at Kozlov, who fell mortally wounded and opponent,
When the light ended both men
died on the spot. The assassin started to flee but Prince
Andromlroff were covered with blood, anil the refseized him and (timed him over to eree's shirt was crimson from his (
the police. When searched Trepoff's forts to separate them.
photograph was found In his pocket.
The assassin refused to give his name QUEEN op NORWAY II s
NARROW ESCAPE PROM DEATH
but avowed lie was a member of the
social
revolutionary
organization.
Kozlov was not involved In politics Royal Husband Keaones Canaan Prom
Perilous position.
but was married to a daughter of the
Alesund, Norway, July 16. Whne
famous field marshal. Alexander
driving to Noordangsvllle on Sunday.
ENGINEER AND COMPANY TO
Queen Maud had an exceedlnly narrow
acciescape
a
serious
fatal Automobile loci dent,
from
BLAME FOR SALISBURY WRECK
drawing
San Francisco, July 16. General dent
when the horses
by
were
startled
carriage
W. P, Warfleld, a
former brigadier her
They backed the
avalanche.
commander of the state; militia, at one an
ditch, anil
the proprietor of the California carriage toward a
Coroner's Jury Declines to Return time
bold, and who was appointed on tho for some moments the vehicle stood
new board of police commissioners over the edge. King Haakon, who wis
Verdict of Accidental Death and
last night, whs killed In an automo- In another carriage, seeing the danger
bile accident at Mill Valley late thU of the queen, ran forward anil caught
Responsible.
Holds Railroad
the horses by their bridles.
afternoon.

Washington, July 16. The navy
department was Informed this afternoon by cablegram from Commander
Mulligan of the arrival of his ship,
the Marblehead, at La Libertad, from
Panama, which port he left last Friday night. Before sailing Comman
der Mulligan was instructed by the
navy department
to report to the
American minister at La Libertad,
which is the port nearest San Salvador, the capital of Salvador. In the
absence of Mr. Coombes. who is detained at Cham perico awaiting next
Tuesday's steamer, Mr. Brown, the
American secretary and charge in
Salvador will communicate with commander Mulligan and that officer will
place his ship at the disposal of the
American legation so that Mr. Brown
will be in a position to carry out the
instructions which were cabled him
today from Washington to proffer to
the governments of Salvador and
Guatemala the use of this American
ship as a place of meeting of the
peace commissioners.
The details of
the meeting will be left to the American legation. It is stated that neither Minister
Merry nor
Messrs.
Coombes and Brown will act in the
capacity of peace commissioner to
either country; they are charged simply as good friends to both parties to
endeavor to bring the hostile nations
into friendly relations without further
It

Admiral

Special to the Morning Journal.
Socorro, N. M., July 16. This citywas again visited at 11:55 o'clock this
limit until the conferences are
morning hy a severe earthquake which
over.
great many chimneys,
shook dowi
The important development of the
cracked .the . is of buildings, smash.lav. aside from the offer of the Mared bric-- a 'irai
and crockery, and
blehead was an assurance to the state
completed 'he panic into which the
department from President Cabrera
people have been gradually worked
that Guatemala would refrain from
by the continued shocks of the past
further hostilities if Salvador would
two weeks. Considerable damage trae
undertake to do the same, which news
done but no one was injured in the
was promptly communicated to Minslightest.
ister Merry at San Salvador In order
There were two or three slight CONVICTED RERATER8 GET
stay OP EXECUTION that he might transmit the proposishocks during the night and a sharp
tion to the government at that place.
one U 6 o'clock in the morning. It
Chicago and Alton Officials Appeal to
Another point developed was that
was oniet at ID o'clock, when an
Salvador and Honduras had entered
Higher Court.
other slight yuake was experienced,
an alliance, the nature of which
Into
Chicago, July 16. Judge Peter S.
followed by thfc severe one Just before
iliosscup In the United Stales court Is not certainly known, but it Is be,
B"on.
k,
Almost every imuse in (own has today granted the Chicago and Alton lieved by officials here that the purbeen vacated and people are living In railway company. J. N. Faitheri ami pose Is to agree upon terms of peace
Fred A. Mann writs of supersedeas that shall be proposed by the two
tents or In the open air, so thoroughThis news
ly have they become frightened by staying the execution of a fine aggre- countries to Guatemala.
by
gating $60.000 assessed against the came to the state department
the disturbance.
Charge
Brown at Guatemala City.
Two big chimneys on the high defendants a short time ago by Judge
Still
cablegram,
one
another
this
from
school, twft on the postofHce building Landis in the United States district
Minister Merry, informed the state
and many others have been shaken court on charges of granting illegal department
or
government
that
the
down by the continued shocks. Sliglu rebates to the Schwarzehild and SulzInsisted upon being considtremors have been occurring all day berger Packing company corporation. Honduras
Salvador in the peace
at Intervals of about fifteen minutes At the same time a bond of $60,000, ered along with
Altowith Guatemala.
and there have been from live to covering the tine pending an appeal of negotiations
of the peaceful
twenty-fiv- e
slight shocks every day of the case to the United States cir- gether the prospectpresent
difficulty Is
of the
cuit court of appeals was filed by the termination
for the past two weeks.
believed to have brightened consideraToday's shock was severe at San defendants.
This is practically a friendly pro- bly during the day.
Antonio, Carthage, San Marcial and
as far south at Las Cruces, the cen- ceeding because both sides of the case
ter of disturbances, however, seeming are desirous of having a decision of
civil courts on the rebate question.
to be near Socorro.
Many persons are leaving the city
conpeople
LADRONE LEADER DIES IN
and the frightened native
BATTLE WITH CONSTABULARY
tinue to have the processions and go
through other religious observances.
Very few are venturesome enough to Insane officer Flees to Wilderness al
Head of His Men.
remain in their houses and the conManila, July 16. Lieutenant
tinued quivers keep the inhabitants
o
of the constabulary reports that
in a constant state of alarm.
on July 15 he had a fight with laKL paso EXPERIENCES
dronea under Pandleton Vlllafuerte, at
DI8T1NOTTREMOR Of THE EARTH Casiguran, in the province of Alba,.
Special to the Morning Journal.
Vlllafuerte was killed. The provincial
El Paso. Tex.. July 16. At 11:55 treasurer was arrested and held priso'clock this morning the people of this oner as Casiguran, awaiting orders
city felt plainly an earthquake shock from the insular authorities.
H. P.
of a few seconds' duration. Buildings Talbot, a lieutenant of the constabumoved perc eptibly and in some cases lary, deserted at Hollo, Island of Pa-npeople tied Into the street. As far as
with six men and crossed to
can be learned no damage was done.
where he started on an aimless
chase over the country. A detacn-nien- t
Distinctly Felt Rere.
of constabulary pursued the deThe earthquake just before noon
and captured Talbot, who it TRAIN HITS LANDSLIDE
yesterday was distinctly felt by many serters
especially was found, was out of his mind.
In Albuquerque
people
those who were lying down at the
ENGINEER LOSES LIFE
Three Killed in Uxploslon.
time of the occurrence. The motion
Ashland,
Wis.,
16. A powder
July
secperhaps
live
about
which lasted
several miles from this city blew
onds, appeared to be from east to mill
killing three men. The kill-i- d Unfortunate Man
Caught Under
west. Persons who were standing, up today
are:
J. L Pierce, superintendent
walking or riding, did not notice the
labo--emill;
the
Wallace,
of
a
William
Locomotive and Crushed
shock at all. It was plainly felt at
and George Woodlsill.
The neuthe Lockhart ranch, some distance tralizing
plant
was
totally
destroyed.
from the city, at the Indian school The
to a Pulp.
mill was owned hy the Atlantic
north of town and by people in all Dynamite
company,
were
and
there
parts of Albuquerque.
twenty-liv- e
buildings in the group.
Magdalenas J'robably to Illume.
Trinidad, Colo., July 16.: Passe1
Salisbury, Eng., July 16. The corPresident W. G. Tight of the Unigr train No. 7 on the Colorado oner's Inquest into the cause of the
versity of New Mexico said yesterday Truffle Across Isthmus ,-Increasing.
Washington, July IB- Jami
he believed the most natural supposi'fSouthern railway, carrying hundred! wreck of the Plymouth steamer exare Kellogg, consul at Colon, sends the of Texas lOlks to the convention in press July 1, whereby twenty-seve- n
tion was that the earthquakes
1
caused by faulting of rock strata In trade returns of Colon for 905, showd
In a verdict
were lost,
ing that the Imports of that Panama Denver was wrecked three miles north (lives
the Magdalena mountains.
'today
of the train
the
derailment
that
of
4uwCtlon
Forbes
early
an
at
hour
Tight
port
have passed the $2,000,000 mark.
"The Magdalenas." said Prof.
speed
to
was
the huh
at which
due
this morniu
"like the coast range mountains In He writes:
running
It
contrary
to
was
the coin-- I
California, are still building' although
"The value of the Import? during
The englijeer was killed and the pany's orders.
geologically speaking they are vastly 1905 amounted to $2,008,904, an In- fireman badly IhlT That In- wind.
In a rider to the verdict It is declar- older than the coast range. It would crease of about $408,000 over that of train was iiotff irrled Into the deep ed that the drivers of trains not stop-los- s
not be at all suprlslng IT a geological 1904. Of this amount the Imp. rts by arroyo, re uUfflg 111 serious
of ping at Salisbury should have their
fault Is slowly formed, the rock massIs countries were as follows:
United life. Is pri (ably ilue to tht' fact
attention drawn to the regulations
being so large that a slight slip
Great Britain, Ho- train was running slow on that
States. $1,367.074;
ac - which was not done in this mum,
enough to cause a very violent seis- $229.107: Germany, $196,084; France, count of the recent heavy rains.
The Jury declined to allow the vermic disturbance."
$89.248; Spain, $33,528; Belgium, $11,-59to be recorded as one of accidendict
a
Into
ran
The
while
train
landslide
more
if
Tight
that
said
President
Italy, $1 1,487, and all other coun- rounding a curve, and the engine roll- tal deaths, saying tliey considered that
would
seismograph
a
shocks occurred
tries. $61,784.
ed over, carrying the two baggage a certain amount of blame attached to
probably be installed at the university
"The principal articles of Import cars with It. None of the passenger the company as well as to the engine
to keep trad: nf the disturbance.
from the United States were railroad coaches left the track.
driver.
material, coal, lumber, provisions, kerthe
London and
Counsel for
Knglneer Martin J. Cullln was
osene, cotton goods, hardware, beer, caught under the locomotive and his Southwestern railroad announced that
Rush to Hoines Begins.
16.
shoes,
Toda.'
furniture, hats and sewing ma- body was crushed to a pulp. Fire- that company accept
Shoshone, Wyo.. July
full responsithe registration for lands in the Sho- chines. The principal exports from man Charles T. Garot jumped, and bility for the accident and all the le111
reservato
gal
Colon
consequences,
Indian
adding that he
the United States, which
shone or Wind river
although escaping death, was badiy
tion began at this place, also at Lan- 1905 took of bananas. $35,780; cocoa-nut- s. hurt. In spite of his Injuries he hoped this statement would reduce
der, Thermopolls and Worland. Barge
54,60; hides. $4,755; Ivory nuts, walked three miles to Forbes and no'l-fte- d the time Occupied by the inquest.
crowds are arriving. Officials of the $26.080; rubber, $8,185; turtle shell.
The jury found the derailment of
the officials there.
general land office estimate that fully $9.240, and miscellaneous, $2,845, beTwo special trains from the south the train was due to high speed.
40,000 people will register for homes. ing a total of $ 4 1,485.
carrying Rlks to the Denver convenRegistration will close ut 6 p. m., July
Marines Stricken Willi Malaria
tion are held here on account of the
Solum Schemes for Holy War.
31. The drawing will begin Augus,
San Juanfi Porto Hleo., July 16.- - -will be delayed for some
and
wreck
4 and continue until the August 15,
Cairo. July 16
The Musselman pop- time, until the track can be cleared.
The United States cruiser Columbia
when the reservation will be formally ulation of Rgypt now knows that the
sailed today for Boston, with 400 marIs
a
clulmlng Slnnl territory n
opened. There are about
million sultan
ines aboard, of whom 165 are suffei-iu- g
Bonnno King Dead In Loudon.
acres In the tract and 265.000 to 300.-00- 0 virtue of Its being Rhahanlrh hind,
with malaria contracted at PanaLondon. July 16. Alfred Belt, the
which Is as much as to say that It In South African financier, died today. ma, where they were stationed In anacres are capable of Irrigation.
sacred. It would be possible to elec-- I Hi' had been In bad health for some ticipation of trouble during the recent
trlfy Islam with a watchword like tht. time. Belt was horn In 1R53 at Ham- elections there. Nineteen of the murTO MAKi: CAMPAIGN
CONTHIIUTIONS PI BLB For the present, and until further or-- I burg. He Is said to have been tha ines are seriously ill,
ders. El Arlsh Is under martial law, richest man In London and at one time
Dreyfus Assigned to Regiment.
Bryan Suggests experiment in Gath- and therefore depends on the Cairo was alleged to be forming a "gold
e
Paris. July Iti War Minister
war ministry. Kalmakam Parker of trust," In which the names of promiering Ponds for Deception.
today announced the assignment
Nw York, July 16. At the sugges- the Intelligence department will, for nent Amerlcun financiers were mention of William J. Bryan, says the some time, replace the native governor tioned. He gave a large sum of mon- of Major Dreyfus to the Twelfth regiHerald today, advantage will be taken of Kl Arlsh, who has been recalled. his ey to the Red Cross and other Insti- ment of artillery, stationed at Vln-c- e
nnes.
This Is n crack regiment,
of the reception to be given him on astonishing apathy In the presence of tutions and only recently
donated
hit return from abroad to give a prac- Turkish aggression having highly dls- - $500.000 to found a university .It which has partlripnted In many of the
state functions at the capital.
tical illustration of the feasibility of pleased the khedlve and his advisers. Hamburg
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Rio Jaulero, July lfi
An Insurrection has been In progress In the rimóte province of Matto Grosso for a
considerable time, resulting In the
killing by the Insurgents of Henor
Pass, the governor of the province
Osorlo Is believed to
have been an accomplice In tho nsa
Inatlon.
It Is believed that matte's
have now adjusted themselves so thai
peace will be maintained in future.
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all-da-
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Cleveland, O.. July lfi The Plain
Dealer tomorrow will say:
Basing his opinion on the testlmon
already .submitted to the federal grand
Jury In this district, Attorney General
Moody believes that the government
has at last secured the evidence which
will lead to the bringing of the Standard OH company to Its knees.
The return of District Attorney Sul-ll- v
y
an from an
conference with
the attorney general yesterday In New
York will mark a complete changa
In the plans of the government In
connection with the nght to stamp out
trade discrimination In favor of giant
corporations. The change of plans Includes a complete reversal regarding
G. J. Crammer, vice president of tho
Lake Shore road. Grammar will not
be Indicted In this or any other fed-erdistrict, Instead, he will be asko.i
to asslsi tho government In forging a
chain of evidence about the necks .if
some of the biggest Standard Oil officials In the country.
Acting on orders of District Attorney
Sullivan. Assistant Attorney Gurvmi
yesterday Issued a subpoena for tho
appearance of Mr. Grammar before
the grand jury this morning.
Mr. Grammar, who was in the city,
was immediately served with the subpoena by Deputy District Mursh.il
Tanning. He seemed pleased with thi
turn of events, which makes it certul.i
that he is not to be made the scapegoat for violations of the law on tho
part of others.
The switch on the part of the government in finally deciding to summ in
Grammar ns a witness Is explained
by tho stutement made in it, that
the single desire at present is to get
at the Standard Oil company.,, A telegram from Dlstrlot Attorney Sullivan
said nothing was to be left undone
lo accomplish this purpose. The attorney general is thinly ot the opinion
that Indictments can be secured her ',
and District Attorney Sullivan will resume work wilh the grand Jury today
with this end in view.
In addition to ordering the Issuance
of a subpoena lor Grammar. Mr. Sullivan wired to have all the employes
lio hBvc
of the Dike Shore railway
testified before the grand jury recalled. The witnesses Include Jumes L.
Clark, general western frigilt agent,
and C. A. BlaUiaon, freight agent at
Chicago and other employes In the
Cleveland offices.
it is known that the government officers are eager to obtain one more
link in the evidence ilreadv secured
against the Standard company.
A
most determined effort will he made
to complete the chain through Grammar and Clark. What the government officials want particularly Is the
names of the Standard OH offlrlalh
through whom. It Is alleged, the rebating arrangements were made with
the Lake Shore and other railways.
With those names In their possession,
attorneys will be
the government
ready to strike. The atorneys are certain that SOine of the witnesses to be
railed today can give fhe definite InThe
formation so greatly desired.
plan Is to force the giving of names
il
by
a n
and facts
sweatbox examination before the jury.
Mr. Sullivan gave no Intimation In
his dispatch as to the Standard Oil
company officials he will go after.
That the exact program was mapped
out down to the minutest details with
Attorney General Moody, was .c limited In the government building here
yesterduy.
"Tho purpose behind the subpoe-nln- g
of Grammar us a wl'ness shows
on its face." said Assistant District
Attorney Qarvan.
"The change In
plans means that tin grand Jurors
will not conclude its liivestlguttpns tomorrow. How long before the Jury
will be ready tú make Its report, I
cannot say."
O. M. Vilas, treusurer of the Standard oil company of Ohio, who hHS
been sought as n witness, did not put
in an appearance today.

SIX-ROU-

GIVES AMERICANS

OF

AGAINST SYSTEM

Officials

dep-tatio-

DENVER

Will

Procure

SPEED

TRINIDAD

Guy-inara- s.

Over Huge Trust

COMPLETE CHAIN

THC

Cos-tell-

ay

By Carrier. flo. a
PRICE 5 CENTS
By Mail. $5.00 aMv"ar:

17, 1906.

JULY

NOWCOMPLETE
States Cruiser Marblehead

Obtained.
Washington. July 16 The petition
if former United .States Senator Button for a hearing by the supreme court
of the United States, in the case
against him, was received today by the
clerk of that court. The petition Is
signed by all of Burton's counsel. They
contend that section 1782, the statute
under which .jurton was prosecut e '..
was unconstitutional and void, and it
urged that the opinion of the court
shows that many important considerations bearing on the statute were overlooked.
It Is also urged that there
was no proof to sustain the chaise
Of the indictment that Burton rendered service to the Rialto Grain company in the proceedings of the United
States e&galnit it; that the offense, if
any was committed, occurred only
every
once, and not continuously
month during Burton's employment as
counsel by the company; that the letters of the complaint sent tO the pOBt- should not have
offlce department
been n ail to the jury, and that muen
testimony was admitted that should
have been excluded, and much that
should have been admitted was
ST LOUIS BOODLF

MEXICO, TUESDAY,

Prospects bright For VINOICATIONflF
Early Ending of War ROJESTVENSKY
In Central America

Alleges
Unconstitutionality of Imw
l ndcr W hich Conviction Was

POPULATION

NEW

Havana, July 16. American residents of the isle of Pines are exclled
over the Imprisonment in the common
Jail at Neuva Gerona of Miss Millie
Brown, 19 years of age; L. C. Glluner,
postmaster of the town of Columbia,
and William Augustine, all Americans.
The three, for their own Instruction
and amusement, had constructed a
toy telegraph
line 1.K00 feet long,
strung from Glltner's store to the res- Idcnccs of the other two. They were
arrested without warning charged
with violation of an old military ONOf
prohibiting other than government
telegraph lines. They were tried hy
newly appointed Judge and senteiic
,.A tolnllv to nav a tine of 1500 or to a
ah
Joint Imprisonment of l(li) nays
was given.
refused to submit to the payment of
Practically all opposition to tho s"- the fine and were taken to Jail to ser
lOOtlon of Judge Henry A. Melvln, win thrltv-thr- i
e days each.
The Jail has
has been strongly urged for the posi- no accommodations ror romaie pris- - i
withj
was
ruler,
tion of grand exalted
oners.
drawn today when Dr. W. H. Havllstnl
The Cuban government has no rc- of Butte, Mont., announced that he port of the Incident, which Is report not enter
would
the race for th ed bv Amcrlrnns who hnve arrived
here from the Isle of Pines.
office.
Denver, Juy 16.

The opening of the
twentieth annual convention occurred lonlghl at the Tabor Grand opera house, where public exercises were
held. Waller Collier, exalted ruler, of
Denver lodge No. 17, presided and 'li- -t
reduced the speakers, chief umoag
whom were Governor James F. McDonald, Mayor It. V. Speer ami Jus- lice Luther M. Goddard of the sil- preme court. Bohert W. Brown, exalted ruler of the grand lodge, delivered the address ot response. This
afternoon thousands of Klks visit id
umversiiy pars, wnero an
of bronco busting und roping of st rs
ICIks'

'

Fire Threatens Town.
Norfolk. Vs.. July 1. The mayor
Virginia, In a messng:
Franklin,
of
to the chief of police, says lHe whole
town Is threatened by lire ahd has asked for assistance. The Seaboard A r
Line s making preparations to tsk
the Portsmouth tire department to
Franklin on a special train.
Dying

Convhl

Kxoneratos Comrade

Waukesha. Wis.. July 18. A neffnr
Is being made to obtain a pardon for
W. O. Fuller who, with W. H. Bestnr.

was sentenced to life Imprisonment
year ago, for the murder of an agsd
couple. Bestor died recently confessing that he alone was responsible.

Feminine Horse Thieves,

Si... kin, July 16. - Kvullna and An- Ita Walker, two sisters, a fed
and II

It

were arrested last night
for horse stealing. They were caught
leading n horse awav rrom a ranch,
The children are abandoned by their
parents and made a llvltm bv eiirrvlo r
papera.
resp.-ciiveiy-

,

THE XEBUQUERQUB

KIH

The BEST
of all Liniments

11

OF

CONDITIONS

III

BO

NEW

I
(Denver Minina Reporter.)
ui county commWoMnl
o( Grant county luid a session early
In Juno, at which an important a
tton was taken relating to Die asses-men- t
of mining claim. It baa been
ordered that all patented claims .shall
per acre instead of
be asaessed at
)G per acre, the
price heretofore
A number of the minimi
chanted.
companies have protested to the board
objection to this action. It is urged
that the lioard his no authority un- der the law to place a valuation on
mining property, and that furthermore, to put a uniform asscssim nt
of $0 per ai re "ii each patented mine
weutd assess noma of them at much
more than their value and others it
much less. It Is also thought by Rome
that this action will have a tendí n y
to delay appJuallon for patent, and
thereby kecii down the assessable
property of the county.
The discovery of oil near Roswcll
feet, after golns
at a depth of
through 4:s feet of limestone, has
In
caused considerable exi (tenant.
the well described, considerable gas
has been (lowing, and no night Work
Is prosecuted for fear of Arc.
Placer operations in the territory
continue active. A number of properties are being leased and bonded
while others are being worked by the
owners. OH the placers at Brice, In
Otero county, operations ar. yielding
good values, some of these being In
the shape of nuggets worth as high
as S3 each.
coal field of
Tho Cfearango-Oallu- p
Colorado and New Mexico is to be
the subject of an examination by
Slates geological survey. The
Investigation vII cover the economic
resources oj the district, and III Include tests on the commercial value1
of thp coal. This Held covers an area
of about 11', 00D square miles, praetl-call- y
all of which Is under laid with
coal,
or lignltic In

The
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character.

Tho work of the Territorial School
y
of Mines at Socorro is expanding
und keeping pace- with the progress of the Industry. Mr. Robert N.
Noble, professor of chemistry at
school, atates that during the pMl
year an exceptionally line set of
lias attended the college, and
that the graduates are receiving quick
recognition. This year one of th"
graduates was awarded the
scholarship, which gives opportunity for becoming familiar with the
manufacture of mining machinery.
General conditions in me territory
may bo said to be encouraging. The
Hurro Mountain district Is a held of
groat promise and la the scene of th'
greatest activity in the territory. The
Mogollón region is responding satisfactorily to the operations being conducted there, and this may be said l
be true also of .Sierra county.
rap-Idl-

-

1

stu-denl- .s

Allls-Chal-m-

NEW

VHHA(,KMi;T OF
STARS

CM

FLAG TO

HI

MARK

Authority

Discuss Changes Made
Necessary by Statehood Bill.
Washington, July 16. No decision
has yet been reache d by the officers of
the wnr and navy departments as to
how the field of stars In the new national flag shall be arranged upon th"
admission of Oklahoma to the union
Quartermaster General Humphrey of
the army, and Hear Admiral Cowl ex
Of the bureau of equipment Of the navy, have agreed that the star wout
look well n the lower right hand corner of the (b id. A formal meeting of
Gen. Humphrey, Admiral Cowlcs and
other army and navy officers will ha
head at an early date, at which a definite decision will bo reached.
1

r.B go ldn vo tn v
A HERO RAYS PAS8ENGEB
Puld No Attention to III' Own Injuries
While Trying to Rescue Comrade.
Ihocnlx. July lt. 1 U'. Collins,
naeiatanl secretary of the territory, has
He
Just returned from a vacation.
nays that Knglneer Goldsworth) of thwrecked Baota Fc train at
Pork
is a hero.
When the train was a bou: to leave
tho track Guldsworthy. seeing that
Ills en
trouble was ahead, rever.-o-d
gine, at ibe same time ailing to his
t.' email to Jump. The Brcman railed
to do so and lost his life. Goldxwoi-thstood by his post and was caught
by the falling engine and badly bum
ed below the knees, but paid no at- Hon to his own injuries until the
body of his fireman li.nl been remoc a
irom the wreckage.

Exg

60 Years

In Use For Over

1 :

1

1

.)

y

Consumptive Hospital at Itosucll.
Koswell. N. If., July 16. A It -- room
hospital for consumptives is to be built
as a separate annex to Bt. Mary's b
pltal here The Bisters of the Sorrow-- 1
ful Mother are having plans drawn for
It and espect to have It oomph ti I,
ready for tuberculosis patients by fall,

T. F. easier of RoaweU. who ha
a large contract on the Hondo reservoir and completed It In good lime
and excellent shape, has gone to
Carlsbad t" take charge "f some wo k
being done there by the reclamation
service on the Carlsbad.

'

I

BERNALILLO
Correspondence Morning Journal.
Hornallllo, July II. Heavy rains
luring the past week makes the rang
es look line and promises wen ior uw
lock men this year.
Alfalfa continues at a low price for
the producer and with the continued
rains giving promise of u good hay
harvest, makes things look blue toi
the alfalfa raiser.
Word was received here that Mi.
11. W. Plata, the former night opal
at the Atchison. Topeka & Salnta
Fe depot has a good position at Corona. Grand county, Colorado, with
the Moffllt roud.
Mrs. Simon Who. wife of the well
known merchant at Grams und laguna, X. M has been visiting her
she
daughter, Mrs. K. lunnoh.iurn.
left Tuesday night for her old home
daughin O rants, accompanied by her
ter, Mrs. Dannebaum.
The Brown sisters have opened tho
old Grand hotel In Bernalillo and having had it refitted and refurnished
they arc in a position to accommodate
the traveling nubile In such a way as
ot appeal to tho tourist. It will he a
great advantage to Bernalillo during
the busy Jemez season.
Política Is at the present time rather qtnet but you can see by the signs
of the times that we will do the proper thing when it comes to a vote on
Joint JlatehoodMr. Marco Baca returned from a

IT IS A QUICK HEALER
WHEN APPLIED TO CITS
AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS.
PAINS
For
APPLY THIS LINIMENT
FREELY AND RUB HARD.
DEEP-SEATE-

FINANCE

GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS, AND ALL OUTWARD AILMENTS of IK)GS

",0c.

and

V

$1 a BOTTLE.

IIFALS OLD SORES

AND

ULCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.

in Chlllll last

Fil-da-

ntomlnc, ami says lhal sverytblng
Rio tlrmde valley
looking fine.
Mrs. Joseph Hiho. of Albuquerque,
was a Bernalillo vlxltor lusl Tuesday,
returultifi to Albuquerque the same
In
Is

that part of the

day.
Mr. Charles
a trip to the

Thursday,

Spader iciurned from

country
last
the same day to

Janea

driving

THE JAFFA

R EA TEST EM E RO ENC Y.
LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.

"Save your pennies and

THIS BANK OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904

tuy.

medium

QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.

NATIONAL

Pittsburg

At

POR ALL INSECT BITES.
IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHILBLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS
OF ANY KIND.

8 Si

POSITIVELY Cure

s

PILES

HAS BEEN THE STANDARD LINIMENT for OVER
SIXTY YEARS,
GOES TO THE VERY CITADEL OF PAIN AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.

Pittsburg Boat' n
fame postponed on account of rain,
At Chicago
R, H. E.
Chicago
3
3
0
Philadelphia
l 5
Batteries Pfejster
and
Moran:
Ducgleby, Dorner and Donovan,
At St. Louis
bt. 11. E.
St. Louis
N'ew York

rTHJNG haa EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FOR
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING
N(

KEEP ITWiriHN REACH.
FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS,
I N FLA M M AT ION. ST I F F
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.
PEW DROPS,
A FEW NUBS
AND THE I'AIN IS GONE..

A

YOU COULD'NT BUY A
BETTER LINIMENT IF

TRIED IT'S THE

BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.
GOOD POR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.

CURBS SORE THROAT.
PUT A TEASPOONPUL IN
A HALF GLASSFUL OF
WATER ft GARGLE Often.
ALSO RI B THE OUTSIDE
WITH THE LINIMENT,

TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE.
MECHANICS NEED IT ON
THEIR WORK BENCH
POR PAINS ACHES
BORE MI SCLES.

THERE
GOOD.

AND

NOTHING SO
RI B IT IN WELL
IS

8
y

1

ON TIME DEPOSITS AT THE KATE OP FIVE
ANNUM. SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR BENT

"
ALBUQUERQUE, N,

BANK OF COMMERCE

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

f 1&0.9M.M.

Of fleers and Directors:
SOLOMON LUNA, President
W.

I

STIUCKLKR,

J. JOHNSON,
and Cashier.
Assistant Cashies,
WILLIAM McINTOSR.
GEOBOE 'ABNQT.
A. M. BLACK WELL.
O. V,. OROMWKLL.
J. C. BALI B I DOE.
W. 8.

NCMEBOl'S TESTIMONIALS OF ACKNOWLEDGED AUTHORITIES
DORSE THE MEDICINAL EFFICACY OF THE

EN-

FAMOUS StIAWHAN WHISKEY

GRAPES
CHERRIES

PEARS

ETC

ETC.

IT KEEPS Off
USE

MEADOW GOLD BUTTER
The Perfect Butter for
mer use.

TAJ-TIfi-

GOOD

G

TRY IT! TRY IT!

1
1

1(1!M)62.80

298,320.81
377,332.37
431.502.31

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

PEACHES

APRICOTS

Lg.in. Murray and Marnaileries
shall; Taylor and Dreinahan,
At Cincinnati
R, H. X.
7 li
Cincinnati
2
Brooklyn
6
I 2
Batteries Rait and Scljlel; Btrlolt-le- tt
and Hergcn.

1H.172.WO

31,821.82
92,750.13

BERRIES

PLUMS

LEAGUE,

--

Sum-

Quickel

Zeltfcr's Cafe, and George K. NeJiCr

& Hotlie of

of llic Wliltu Klenlianl. Local DealcTS

3

AMERICAN LEAGUE.

n. E,
0
14
1
c
.Suand

At New York

The Jaffa Grocery Co.

H.

Chicago

7

Hew York

4

Datteries

VOU

LOGAN

10,l.2

$
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INTEREST PAID

STRAWBERRIES
BLACKBERRIES
RED RASPBERRIES

;

i

June

PER CENT PER

On haml now our famous Iced
shipped

BASE BALL

The POOR MAN'S DOCTOR

demon-

CAPITAL,

;

of this Bank since its

nt the end of first day
at the end of first week
at the end of first month. . .
at the end of first six months
at the end of first year
at the end of eighteen mont'is
at the end of two years

011: FRESH

St. Louis Wool.

dluma,
c; fine
22i tine, 16tj 20c.

Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Depcslts
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits

grocery

FRUIT DEPARTMEfi

the following statement,

organization.

1st That you can save nmn 'y
by buying your groceries of us.
of tho
2d That the quality
goods we sell is the very best
and not "seconds" as sold by
others.
3d That you save both time and
trouble ly buying from us as we
have everything in the grocery
line. The largest stock to select
from and the most complete in
every detail.
4 th
That our delivery system
and solncitlng system is for your
special convenience and It is
never too late or too early to accommodate a customer.
5th That If cleanliness coun's
with you. you should call and
see for yourself.

July
market.
jcrritory and western
21',,

St. Louis,

Wo invito your attention to
show in gthe business gSOwUl

strate

6.25,

( '.

Capital Paid in
$100,000.00
Surplus and Profits 20,000.00

We want a month's
business from you to

1

TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.

"Good Things to Eat"

the dollars will take
care of themselves."

.".

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

...,

.

SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
PAINS OR BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

GROCERY COMFY

I

CURBS SPAVIN, AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for RINGBONE & HARNESS SORES.

Forefathers.
trip to his ranch

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

tations:
Sugar
129
Anaconda
230 4
Atchison
87 i
do preferred
99",
nan Jersey Central
220
Chesapeake & Ohio
55
ft. Paul, preferred
175
Ulg Four
92
Colorado & Southern
J3
do ilrst preferred
67 '
do second prefercil
471,-"- .
Interborough
3.".
do preferred
73 í
Missouri Pacific
90
New York Central
130,
Pennsylvania
r
St. Louis & San ii icrlsco sec
ond preferred
41
. ii..iA..
i' in.
UO
Union Pacific
j ..
l.'nited Slates Steel
34
do preferred
101
Western Union
i)li
United States Bonds
Refunding 2's, reglsi- red
104
do coupon
104
Refunding 3's, registered
103 '.
do coupon
102 '.
Old 4's, registered
103 K
do coupon
103 Ü
New 4's, register.
128
do coupon
12xy!
Honey on call, easy, at 2 ',. (ii 3" per
cent; prime mercantile naner. at Sis
per cent. Silver.
&c.
The MeUUS,
New York, July 16. Copper had a
sharp advance In tli London market,
viumua ai i,v ios
ir soot and
79
for futures.
Locally, however, the
market was dull and nominally unchanged with lake quoted at 118.37 U
18.75; electrolytic, at US.LSttO
18.15; casting, .,1 tl7.75.Qlg.00..
Lead was nil. hang,
at 55.75 locally
and 111 London it w.i- - Is 3d higher at
sn
nib
d. Spelter declined 2s 6d to
s (id in London.
ic.l Mv I ho nvi
ket was (allot at I5.95J,00. Silver,
6C. Mexican dollars, 50V4c.
Kansas city Uve Stock.
Kansas City, July ti. Cattle receipts, 11,000; market, steady. Native
steers 14.00
10; southern
iteera,
13.00 5.00; southern
cows, Í2.00íi)
S.60; native cows and heifers, 2.00
5.50; stoekers un.
feeders,
fl
1.2a; bulls, $2.25(--, 1. 00; calves.12.60
$2.50
8.00; western ted steers. $3.75 ftii
5.75; w estern cows, $i'.r,0 (w 4.50.
Sheep receipts
1,000:
steady. Muttons, (i. 25 fo 7.00; market
lambs!
Ml0r 8.00; range wethers, $5.25 (

The LINIMENT of our
y

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

".

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.

MEXICO

NEW.

'ALBUQVERQUE,

Wall Street

..

lMt.

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

New York. July 16. Bclaxatlon In
the pressure to aell tóeles wheh has
been In evidence at times for several
days was not altered materially today
by the advance In prices. Closing quo-

--

NO PAIN SO DEEP THAT
IT CANNOT HE REACHED
and ROUTED BY THIS OLD
TIME-TRIEREMEDY.

Tuesday. July IT,

AND COMMERCE

1

V

CURES QUICK BECAUSE
IT PENETRATES QUICK.

23c,

JOURNKE

MORNING

Octniit '.
Philadelphia
Batteries -- Donoliue
Uygert and Schnek.

1

3

.1

2

fi

3

...2

0

Glairs and Arinbruster.
At Washington

8
2

it. H.
0

4

MORNING

2

JOURNAL

Livery and Boarding Stables

.')

WANT ADS
CRINO RESULTS.

iiuuijuijiJU'J'J sirt

i

it. ii.
1
;i
Omaha
4 10
i
Pueblo
Batteries McNeeley
and Rogers;
Paurot, Volelndorf and Mcssltt

i

R. H.

Denver

-

Lincoln
Batteries-

0

Adams

Joins and Zinran.

r

13.

1
3

Zalusky;

and

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION,
AT Kansas City: First Came

Indianapolis
Kansas City
Second (tame

f
'

ABE THE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE

-

ndlanaDolla
Kansas City
At St. Paul
St. Paul
Louisville
At Milwaukee

fi

SOUTHWESTERN

Eclipse Hay Presses

1

I
Í

Mllkaukce
Columlms
At Minneapolis
Minneapolis
Toledo

1

S B

E

T II

H M

B

E P

B U Y I N G.
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i
1

ELECTRIC AND

CONSTRUCTION

CO.

OPPOSITE M AY POSTOFFICE
CALL WD SEE US IN OUR NEW
ESTABLISHMENT FOB I 'ANN.
I IM S AND SUPPLIES.

HEALTH DEMANDS that your plumbing be In perfect sanitary condition.
This is a matter the Importance of
which cannot be overestimated.
W
make a specialty of line sanitary plumbing, and arc experts in that line. Our
reputation for skill and reliability Is
second to none in the business.
All
work entrusted to us Is done in a
thoroughly
sclcntlllc mun-nc- r,
and warranted. Our charges, too,
are always right.

Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine Works
R. P. HALL. Proprietor

Of
Earl hen drlnklBg fountains
poultry. Keep water cool and they

are nccr

----

"

SUCCESSORS TO E. J. POST & CO.

Des Moines-Siou- x
At Des Moines
City (ante postponed on account of ket

a

"

ii

Mclivtosh HsLfdwsure Co

WESTERN LEAGUE

At Pueblo

Denver

Albuquerque, New Mexico

West Silver ATCnue.

3

311-31-

Ti,
0

18 1
and, WakeBfeld;

frounds.

Colorado Pbone 57

Automatic Phone 522.

W. J. PATTERSON

n. H, E.

Itoston

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

Mall Orders Filled Same Day
as Received.

and Schmidt.

At Boston
St. Louis

Washington
Cleveland
Batteries Hughes
Hiss and Hemis.

RAYWOODS & ROBERTS CQ.

"Good Things to Eat"

Owen. Thomas
llivan; Newton, Chesbro and Kteinow.
At Phjl&delphla
n. H. IS.

I

gOOtl, (Icnn Supply.

loot
Ore, Coal,
Small chickens call mil drown In P. Iron and Brass Castings,
and Lumber Curs. Pulleys, Grate
Easily mud mid kept clean. E. W.
Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columns
Fee. mc mil s. First M.. SUOCeaSOf to
for Build-Ingand Iron Fronts Mining
ClarkVllk Produce Co.
an-Bepairs on
Doctors, Lawycrg und Mcrcbaota.
Millln- - Machinery in Our Specialty
Have your trade and profession. il
FOUNDRY
Journals bound. Makes them so much
handler for reference.
East Side Railroad Track, Albnauerque
Co.
11. s. Lltbgow
Journal hulldln;.
Ilookbinileis
wit

e,

FEE'S
W

HOME-MAD- E

I. TON'S

DRUG

CANDY

A

We carry the Finest Line of
Garden Hose in the City.
STANDARD PLUMBING AND
REATING COMPANY.
Colo. Phone, R 284. Auto. Phone 671
412 West Railroad Ave., Albuquerque

I

Do Youf EyesTiouble You?

STORE.

THE ALBUQUERQUE BOWLING
M LIAs VPE OPEN FROM MORNING UNTIL MIDNIGHT. TRY YOl K
IT IS GOOD
II WD AT BOWLING.
EXERCISE. I lllb HOL.MAN, MGR.

BIFOCUfcS
REFORM
II "V
MTcvSTv-T
--

IDEAL II I.ALTll RESORT.
To rent for a term of years, the
new and beautiful residence property
containing about twenty rooms, In the
He s.is looking after
AlhU'iuerque
I E AMINi: THEM FREE
lines! location In tho valley, about one
IiIh hUKlness interests In live strtck in mile from the city limits on the Lock-maFvery Pair of Qlaaissj Fitted Cmr-athat vicinity.
No
ranch. Attractive grounds und
ccd Absolutely Correct.
ten additional
Also
There Is some talk of an electric surroundings.
Guessing Scientific Mel boda
road being built between thin place rooms In contiguous cottages If desirONLY USED.
BOJ Pelen, flood tllillK. send it alollR. ed.
Ample stables and outbuildings.
menees today and lasts all week. Apply on premises or address Mrs
O.D.
nsacM Monday o( the coming week. Henry Lockhart, Albuquerque, N. M. If
The room used by Ilie county superinGraduate Optician
tendent in the one at tho Brothers'
FREsn CUT FIOWERS.
114 R. R Arc.
With U. Yauow
college.
IVES TILE FliORlMT.
rt

C.H. CARNES,

r

COMBINES

I
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TWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
LENS. NOTHING TO BREAK
APART OR INTERFERE

WITH THE

SK'tir.

It.

VJ VM AKtlFAT

rt!PFT)

KY TTIR

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
ALBUC8JERQUE

N.MEX.

Tuesday. July

NEW

SUM

OPENS

THE ALBUQUERQUE

17, ltOC.

UP

FE UNE
FINE

CIHTIT

(raffle from the dominion to the Un'lt-e- d
States, a,d that the commerce of
the country Would suffer.
With the canal completed, the benefits would be just as great to one
country as to another. While boat
lines would be maintained from Buffalo. Cleveland. Detroit. Chicago, Milwaukee and other American ports
with the northwest, the same advantage would be given to the ports on
the Canadian side of the Great lakes.
PRESIDENT RlPlj;vs
DAUGHTER GETS DIVORCE
A Chicago dispatch says: Avoiding
mention of the woman who, she alleges, came between her and her
Mrs. Alice M. Ellis, daughter of
Rdward P. Ripley, millionaire president of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe railway, told a story in Judge On-en- 's
court tourt today, that resulted in
a decree of divorce against Jerome
Billa, automobile racer, club member
and man about town. The case went
by default. Lilis making no contest.
Mrs. Kills, left to her father the
main recitation of facts whk-- brought
Miss Pauline Kopson, a New York
woman, said to have been a manicurist, into the case.
The love match was shattered when
automobiles came Into the life of Ellis,
according to the testimony given in
court. In an alleged escapade which
Ellis had with Miss Robson, automobiles played a prominent part.
The court was told that Kills, who
is president of a railroad supply company, Introduc ed Miss Uobson to his
friends as his wife, and thst for several months he and the young woman
have lived together In apartments on
the West Side as husband and wife.
"When I heard of these things,"
said President Hlpley, "I went to tn
and discussed the subject
with him. He made no direct admission, but I was satisfied of the truth
of the stories, so we had another conference, at which Alice was present. It
was then agreed that the two should
separate. My daughter remained at
her home in Riverside, while Mr. Ellis
took up apartments in town."
hu.-ban-

ARIZONA

AND CALIFORNIA

TAPS REGION RICH IN GOLD
It is learned that the line of the
Arizona and California railway has
been finally located in eastern SanPer-nardln- o
and Itiverside counties, California.
This section of the survey has been
made with particular reference to
probable mine development. The region is rich in gold, and In places it
Is reliably reported to be very rich in
copper. The Une will strike the Colorado river at Kngle Landing, which
is opposite to I'arker, Arizona.
At
that point WlH be built the great steel
bridge, construction of which will di
lay completion of the through line for
about a year.
The Colorado river, between the
Needles and Yuma, has possibilities as
a highway for transportation of ores
and other freight, and it is probable
that very considerable mino development will be undertaken in the hill:'
bordering it, both north and south of,
Ragle Landing. This should be particularly true of the region near Monumental Peak and Whipple mountain,
in southeastern San Bernardino county,
where are known to be copper prospects of much promise both as to
width of veins and surface value.
From Mount Whipple South to Bhretl
burg and beyond, are the remains of
old campa on both sides of the river,
where, with water and rail shipping
facilities, extensive development mav
profitably be accomplished in the near
future.
In former years the Colorado river
was a highway for ore shipments from
Port Mojave. seventy miles north
of Kagle Landing-- , to Yuma and the
Gulf of California, where schooners
were loaded for San Francisco.
It
may again play an important part in
the development of that portion of the
southwestern mining region. Los Angeles Mining Review.
--

11 ARO

TO K KKP LABORERS
ON ARIZONA V CALIFORNIA
Dr. Bert Ogbum came in. yesterday
from the Arizona & California railway
where he has been working some
time. Although a graduate in dentista, and of the University of Pennsylvania, he has been employed out
I here as a bridge
carpenter, savs the
Phoenix Gazette. He will leave
few days for Prescott on business.
He Is doing Arizona In his own way
and seems to relish the experience he
had out on the Atizona & California.
He reports that work on the road It

lni

progressing steadily despite the short,
ago of ties. The force of men, he said,
just at this time, is about one hundred, but It is sometimes much larger
and sometimes smaller.
night after pay day it would be difficult to muster a good section crew
gTSfcu-- i i' are the men. They all wan-rtc- r
oTTMo spend their money for drink.
Some
and the ranks are
filled by othersrDj elsewhere and by
jyihe time another mrtj'h rolls around
f" there Is a very large ratee.
says
Dr. Ogburn
mining
ic
country being opened up by)b, yiow
road will experience a boom this full.
As a matter of fact there Is great interest in It now but capitalists can't
get men to work. It is so hot there
that they leave In a few days.
was speaking just a few days ago to
a man from the vicinity of the Carfl-ga- n
strike who has been earnestly
endeavoring to push
development
work but has been absolutely unable
to keep a force of men at work.
There will be something doing there
in the fall when cooler weather arrives.
eoV'-vhar-

.
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DILI. PLANS ALL WATER
ROUTE across CONTINENT
Not satisfied with his gigantic
railroad undertakings, which after 30
years, appear to be only a little more
than half completed, James J. HUI Is
now turning his attention to canal
building, and Is said to have given his
word to his friends that boats will be
running from the Great lakes to Hudson bay before the first boat passes
through the ranama. carfal.
As the proposed water routo Is
through the Winnipeg river and Lake
Winnipeg, his purpose in making
capital the eastern terminal
of his new Canadian transcontinental
line, instead of some point on Lake Superior, Is explained.
The building of the canal will make
Hill practically muster of the transporta! Ion business In the northwest, and
will protect him against the Incursions
that have been made Into his territory
by other railroads within the pus: lew
years. With his three transcontinental roads, his Pacific steamship lines
and his boats on the Great lakes, he
will be able to practically dictate affairs In one of the richest sections of
the world.
Mr. Hill, In a recent conversation
with friends In St. Paul, declared that
the route of his proposed canal is
feasible, and that Its building would
In' as cheap as railroad construction,
lie said that there is notiiing in the
way of the construction of the canal
and the route has already been sur.
veyed.
canal
It is proposed to have tho Super-tor
Mart from some place on Like
northwest through the Rainy river and Lake of the Woods, to the
Winnipeg river, past the chy of Winnipeg, to Lake Winnipeg. From there
tt would necessary only to dredge out
the channel into Hudson bay, thus
connecting the Great lakes with
nnd the Atlantic mean.
Mr. Hill's latest plan will go a long
ways toward allaying the opposition to
his enterprises that has been raised by
Canadians. For some tima there has
been great fear expressed that
Mr.
Hill's railroad building In western
Canuda would result In diverting much

Wineiiidirt
IT COMES TO WOMAN'S RELIEF
whenever she suffers from any of woman's biting and weakening pains.
It not only compels the pains to stop, but It follows up and drivas cut
the cause of the pains, whi h prevents them from coming back.
It makes you wall Try It.
Sold everywhere In $1.00 bottlaa.
WRITE US A LETTER

TWELVE CASES. NINE DEATHS
ON E DAY'S CHOLERA RECORD
Plague Situation In Manila Shows
Improvement.
Manila, July 1. The cholera situation is greatly improved. Twelve
coses and nine deaths were reported
during the past twenty-fou- r
hours.
A thorough test of the vaccine shows
that it arts as an absolute preventative. Of the many natives treated
with the virus none have developed
the disease.

The

and
white of youth
plunk

o

Do you keep these tints in your face ?
If you arc one of the wise women who

use

(lagan's Magnolia Balm
we know you look ten years younger
than many of your neighbors who arc
really younger than you are.
1'riix

75

cents.

PERES

FRANCISCO

Sulci by all druggists.

Our Great Clearance Sale is surprising many people who
drop in just for a look. We're well aware that there are
many buyers who look upon a special sale as a fake; a
scheme, cr some sort of a trick of the trade.
Perhaps they have reason for their opinion?
Been trading at the wrong store.
It's this class of buyers that are surprised to find our
bargains honest bargains, and our goods just as we represent
them to be.
Boys' Shirtwaists, regular price
Special line Boys' Caps at 25c;
All Children's and Boys' Suits,
Special reduction of J 5 per cent

"WITHOUT A PAIN,"
writes Mary
Shelton, of Poplar
Bluff, Mo., "I en do ny housework,
slthough, before taking CARDUI, two
doctors had done me no good.
can
truthfully say I was cured by Cardui
want every suffering lady to know of
tins wcnderful medicine."
I

1

Chattanooga, Tenn.

liver

4t

TONOl'AII
TIDEWATER
RAPIDLY XKAIts COMPLETION
The Tonopah & Tidewater railroad
Is progressing as rapidly as possible
under present conditions of climate.
men arc
Two hundred and twenty-tlv- e
working steadily and the necessary
scrapers,
as well
number of teams and
as track layers, etc. 'Needles Lye.

d.

out of order. You go to bed In a
bad humor and get up with a bad
"Thai
taste Id your mouth.
want
something to stimulate your' liver.
Just try Herhlne, the liver regulator.
A positive
cure for Constipation,
Dyspepsia and all ' liver complaints.
sirs, F
,
Fort Worth, Texas,
writes:
"Have used Herbine in my family
for years. Words can't express what
I think
about it.
Everybody
In
my household are happy and well,
and we owe It to Herbine. Sold bv
J. H. O'Kielly Co.

AND PROMINENT LADIES

E

PARI

Saved His Comrade's Life.
"While returning from the Grand
Army encampment
nt Washington
City, a comrade from Elgin, 111., was
taken with cholera morbus and was
In a critical condition," says Mr. J. E.
Houghland, of Eldon, Iowa. "I gave
him Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Dl rrhoea Remedy and believe saved
his life.
I have been engaged for
tin years in immigration work and
conducted many parties to the south
and west. I always carry this remedy
and have used It successfully on many
occasions." Sold bv all druggists.

MANDELL

ft?

The complete program b is been arranged for the oratorical contest tonight at the Lead avenue Methodist
church under the auspices of the w.
O. T. r.
The event Is a matron's contest, the Mist of tho kind ever given
here. Messrs. W. G. Tight, A. B.
Stroup and J. E. Clarke have consented to act as Judges. The successful lady will be awnrded a silver medal. The program is as follows:
Prayer
Rev, Cooper
piano and organ Duet
Miss Pratt nnd Mr. Palchln.
Address "Lessons From the EarthMrs, Borden
quake"
"The Two Gin seos .....Mrs. Learning
"His Written Sermon"
Mrs. Whltcomb
Music
Male Quartette
Messrs. ltctts, Nettlcton, Wolking
and Scott.
.
Mrs. Downs
"Sabbath Hells"
Mrs. Wtnuor
"Nell"
.
M s. Wilson
Address "Freedom"
M USlC
Solo
Miss Q'Heron
Thanksgiving"
"Jim's
Mr. Rutherford
"Dykes of Holland"
Mrs. Sleight
"What the Old Man Said"
Mrs. Vaughn
Song by Hoys' (Mass from the Presbyterian Sunday Bchool
Report of Judges and Presentation
.

i

.

of Medal

Prayer

Rev. Rollins

The Soda Thirst

WHEAT BINDERS, MOWERS
.

Treat your throat at
our beautiful fountain.

NEW-

FIGUHIC WITH CS

-

ORIELLY'S SPECIAL
AMERICAN BEAUTY
CHERRY SISTERS

J. KORBER.

Corner rirsr Street and Copper Avenue.

0'R.IELLY'S

a man who, against all odds,
attained, the highest honor
a man
could get in the United States. Ballard's llorehoiind Syrup has attain- W. L.
CO
ed a place never equaled by any
FEET)
AND
LIVERY,
TRANSFER
other like remedy. It Is a sure cure
STABLES.....
for Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, intiu-enz- a
and all Pulmonary
diseases.
Every mother should keep supplied
rirst Class Turnouts at Reason
with this wonderful cough medicine.
able Rates.
Sold by J. H. O'Kielly Co.
New Phone 12a.
Old Phone 2 COLORADO PHONE, Blk 93
was

a

THIMBLE

i

Clearance

of

Shirtwaists

All new fresh, l'JOfi styles. Long or short sleeves. Entire
stock divided Into lots for easy choosing, as follows:

Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot

i .."o
No. 1. Were sold Dp to $1 on. Sale Price. .
No. 2. Were sold up to $1 5. Sale Price . . .
..-No. 3. Were sold up to $1. 0. Sale Price. .
I. no
i .:'.
No. 4. Were sold up to It. no. Sale Price
No. 5. Were sold up lo $2. r.ii. Sale Price. .
1.50
2.0(1
.
No. 6. Were sold up to $3. 50. Bale Price.
9.00
No. 7. Were sold up to $4. no. Sale Price.
No. 8. Were sold up to IS. no. Sale Price. .
8.50
50.
Sale Price.
5.00
No. 9. Were sold up to
7.50
No. 10. Were sold up to $1 2.50. Bale Price.
1.0
Misses' Shirtwaists, value $1.50. Sale Price.
This takes in every Waist in the house: Ulack Silk, Rlack
Net. White Net, White Silks, China Silks, Linen and

Our

.

.

Clearance Sale

Clearance of WomeiVs Wear- ing Apparel
'

Is Now On and Will

.

Continue All of This Week

.

Lawn Waists.

Sale of Parasols

Umbrellas

.

Reduced to clean up the stock, and divided Into lot
bers, as follows, for easy choosing.

num-

Lot No.
Lot No.
Lot No.
Lot No.

$1.00
2.50

1.

2.
3.
4.

Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale

Values up to $3. 00,
Values up to 4.00,
Values up to $7. 50.
Values up to $10.00.

Price
Price
Price
Price

5.00

MllllELLAS

size, covered with good
of ten styles of handles;
best Paragon frames. These are actually worth up to
$1.00
$2.00 each. Clearance Sale Price..,

One hundred Umbrellas,
quality of Olorla; an assortment
26-In-

Millinery Uep tment Specials
50c Children's Sailor Hats, at
$1.00 valueH in Children's Caps for
All Sun Konnetfl, worth up to 35c, ut

WOMEN'S

one-ha-

10c
190

II, at.

.

.2.1c

regular prices.

lf

Irresistable bargains throughout the store, but come to the store, you will enjoy
shopping jn the (Moat Comfortable and coolest store in town. The lowness of the prices,
too, will be real refreshing.
Do your shopping early in the day, so as to avoid the aftcr- ii

mi

nir

We have lcen asked by what rule a store may advertise merchandise at cost, really
sell the goods as advertised, and still thrive and grow strong and great.
There is no
is
it
secret
all limpie and according to sound business methods. It is also quickly
comprehended when it is realized that out of our many thousands in value of stocks we
usually advertise at extreme bargain prices only the fractions that remain from our lines
run low. It is clear that when we have sold at our regular fair margin 95 per cent of a
lot in any line of merchandise, we can afford to accept a reasonable money loss on the
small lot le.ft.

It occurs, also, that we must at times sacrifice profits to pay for the error of overbuying. Hut be the reason what it may, the bargains advertised at this store shall never
fail to

Ik;

TIHMMEl) BATS

That is the Kconomist way of cleaning up
stocks, to make way
for new things. That's one gxd reason why it pays to buy merchandise at the Economist, and the Economist stands ready to "show you."

tin-ba-

$2.50
$3.50
$5.00
$8.50
$7.50

to
to
to
to
to

$3.50 vulues for
$3.00 valuesfor
$6.50 values" for
$7.50 values for
$10.0 values for

Si is
,

'.

l

--

1.0

2.18
3.IH
J. 08

19

Evening Coa.ts. Rain Coats
Covert J&xkets a.nd Lft.ce
are lot numbered as follows:

Coats,

all

No. 09.
No. 0.

Skirts worth un to $3.00, go at
Skirts worth up to $3.50, go at

No.

Wash Suits ami Skirts, worth up to $4.50, go

1.

at

$1.50
$1.08
$2.08

No. 2. Wash Suits and Skirts, worth up to $5.50,
go at
$3.08
No. 3. Wash Suits, Skirts und Silk Petticoats,
worth up to $7.50, go at
Sl it:.
No.

4.

Cloth Suits, Wash Suits, Silk Pottlcoats.
and Wash Skirts, worth up to

Wool Skirts
$'J.00, go at

$5.30
No. I. Cloth Suits, Wash Suits. Silk Pettleoats and
OlOth and Wash Skirts, worth up to $10.50,
go at
$6.50

Cloth
Cloth and
at
No. 7. Cloth
Cloth and
at

No. 6.

and Wash Suits, 811k Petticoats, and
Wush Skirts, worth up to $12.50, go
and Wash Suits, Silk Suits, Raincoats,
Wash Skirts, worth up to $15.00, go

$7.y)
$0.50

Raincoats, Silk Pettleoats. Skirts and Suits-s- ilk,
wool and wash worth $20.00, go at
$12.50
No. 9. Silk. Clpth and Wash Suits. Silk Petticoats,
Italneouls. Wool and Wash Skirts; selling regularly up to $22.60. Sale Price:
$15.00
No.

K.

No. 10.

Silk Suits, Cloth Suits, Wash Suits, Silk
Pettleoats, Silk or Wool Skirts; worth $26.00.
Sale Price
$18.50 ,
No. 11. Silk Suits. Silk rettlcouts. Lingerie Dresses.
Silk and Wool Skirts; worth up to $32.50. Sale
Price
$25.00
'

All ('ailing Dresses, made of Crepe De
Chene, Hrondcloth; and Lace ("oats; worth $100.
$32.50
Sale Trice

No. 12.

here as represented.

25'

Flowers for trimming purposes, worth up to
Women's Duck Hats nt

SEMI-ANNUA-

Mf

Children's Parasols likewise reduced and divided Into
$1.00, "5c mill 50c
lot numbers, at
I

We will demonstrate to you once again that the only clearance sale of the season is tiie
L
CLEARANCE SALE at the ECONOMIST. A sale worthy of
the name, and one that will he attended not only by the women of this city, but by hundreds from the neighboring towns. It is a sale of unusual saving opportunities, and
prices have never been quite so low as they are for this sale.

li'

AUTOMATIC PHONE 292

lf

.

,

HEW MEXICO

Clearance of ltcmnauts
An accumulation Of remnants of table linens from
the spring business and
saved up for this big selling event. All go now nt
about one-hatheir former pries. Hare bargains.

Brightest and Best Store

Semi-Annu- al

ALBUQUERQUE

Pilsener Beer

THE ECONOMIST
Albuquerque's

& CO.

The Beer that is making Milwaukee Jealous
Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

THE DAYLIGHT STOBE

A

R.a.kes, Plows,

Lighting Ha. y Press

wo were never
bettor able to entertain IL

It has como and

LINCOLN

ABRAHAM

50c, reduced to 25c.
Children's Sailor Hats at 25c.
25 per cent off.
on Trunks and Valises.

Fine Clothing .nd Furnishings

T

Francisco Perea, former delegate in
congress and a well known citizen
of Albuquerque, met with a bad accident while crossing the railroad
track on Tijeras avenue late Sunday
night when he was driving home With
his family from attending church in
the Presbyterian mission in .Martinez. The l'ereas live at 1107 South
Fourth street. While driving across
the crossing in the dark, there being
no signal lamp there, a train appeared, Mr, Perea struck the horses, who
started across the track above the
crossing, as a box car obstructed the
latter. The hind wheels Vaught on
the rails, the horses jumped, and the
coupling pole of the wagon broke and
let the bed down on the track. Mr.
Perca fell between the rails, bruising
himself severely. Mrs. Perca and the
children, five in number, were thrown
out on tile cast side of the track, Mrs.
Pet'ea sustaining a badly sprained
Miss Lulu Pwea probably
ankle.
saved her father's life by grabbing
the horses.
In the nick of time a switchman dis
covered the accident and brought tho
train to a stop, averting a disaster
which would have meant the loss or
several lives.

M.

TO TAKE

CONIEST

IN

ESCAPE FROM DEATH

Clearance of Neckwear
Emb'd Turnovers, a large
assortment of over 100 to
choose from; a beautiful
line of Eyelet Emb'd N I
Turnovers, selling regularly at 10c to 3!"ic. These
go at ',4 marked prices.

MOW PASSENGEH ENGINES

PULL NINETEEN HUNDRED TOXK
A crowd of persons waiting at the
Santa Fe denot the other evening
were regarding curiously a couple or
engines standing side by side. There
was a great difference in their size,
"Looks like the old un an' her ba-- 1
by. eh?" remarked a railroad man.
"There s a mighty sight of difference.'
he continued. "That little one she
was of an average size a few years ugo
weighs about forty tons and was
good for a pull of 200 tons. The new
one with ,a 'load' of coal and water
will weigh out at about 165 tons and
she'll walk out of here in expresa style
with 1,950 tons behind her."

Never resign yourself to suffer pain. Women's
pains are curable.
They are the sign of dangerous
conditions of the female organs, which should be
promptly attended to or dangerous results will follow.

freely and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling us ail your symptoms and
troubles. We will send free advice
(in plain sealed gn elope), how to
cure them. Address: Ladies' Advisory
Dept.. Tin Chattanooga Aedicine Co.,

PAGE THREE.

Surprised People!

APainless Cure of Curable Pain

w

is

MORNING JOURNAL

in HikHlk

Taffeta at

BLACK SILK SPECIALS
59c

27-i-

90eUlk Taffeta at 59c
IWSIK SNDINO JUL. 14

75

Rem.Aa.nt Table Specials
Here is where your mom y will do triple duty. All
remnants of wool dress goods and all remnants of silk
selling up to 76c tho yd, go at 25c per yard.
All remnants of wool futirles and all remnents of silks
selling up to $2.00 the yd, go at 50c. In these rejnnants
you will find P.rondclnths, Lsnsdownt, Silk and Wool
Dress Fabrics that will uiy you to buy nnd hold until you
want to use them.

ITHE KEBUQUERQUE

PAGE FOTO

QUIETLY

SWIPED

LOTS

SIX OR EIGHT
OF

II

SAY THE

DENVER

MILS

ALBUQUERQUEANS

Along With Lavatories. Saws. Urge Fellow

lo Take

Slags

The Next Train

Hammers, Chisels and Bits

WHAT THE ELKS WILL

RITTER AND MILLENBAUGH

DO

AT THE BIG CONVENTION

ACCUSED OF ROBBING BELL

Harry Rlttif, formerTr taMMM
with William Lidke in the oondw t f
the High Ufe saloon in Old Albuquerque, and Joe Mlllenbaugh, It yeara old,
were arrested ycsti rday al ;ernooii nil
the charge of systematically stc illng
valuable tools and building materials
from the plumbing establishment of
J. L. Hell & Co. on Wi st Silver avium
Millenbaugh is a plumber who hJU
been in the employ of bell & Co.
Harry Hitter íh building a house In
the 00 block on South A'no In the
s
Highlands. It Is alleged that at
times while Mr. Dell was out and
Mlllenbaugh alone in tie' . M . t.H-- n
ment, generally at the noon hour, Mr.
Rltter quietly barked his v. anon up to
the rear of the shop and as quietly
loaded It up with su.h tools, etc., as
he found of use in building his house,
with the asslstunce of Itllli nbaugh,
iMr. Hell was not aware
the Cacl
that his stock had been steadily depleted until Marshal BfcMillin called
his uttentlon to the fart yesterday, o
neatly and carefully had the business
been carried on.
Mlllenbaugh
Hitter told him he would make It all
right when he got the stuff he wanted
and says Rltter give him a little
hange for pocket money, amounting
to a few dollars at different times.
The list, as given by Millcnb.iuglr, of
the stuff which Hitter carted up to
his house in the Highlands or elsewhere, included six or eight kegs of
riaiis, a comer levator, hammers, chin-elsaws, six boring bits and other
things too numerous to mention. Hitter says the stuff was all taken up to
his house and that he Intended to use.
It and settle with the firm after his
house was completed. The police af-t"getting on" were not long in arresting the two men. They were Jail-- d
and will appear before Jielne
Crawford this morning to explain
things.
v.ul-ouu-

--

er

HAIR SOFT

road, Switzerland Trail and others.
The, Denver Republican gives the
following resume of some of the ma'-ter- s
which are to engage the attention of the Klks at the meeting:
Denver meeting of the grand lodge
of the Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks is going o be historical
and will be recalled in the order for
years to come, because In the next
few days action will be tnkui quite
changing the organization. It has been
recognized for a long time that there
must be changes In the organic laws
to meet the growing needs, and tint
a better ritual must be provided. At
the meeting last year two committees
were named to undertake the work.
C. E. Pickett, of "Waterloo, la., was
named as chairman of a committee on
revision of the constitution. He is expected to arrive this morning, bringing
the drafts of the changes. It Is probable that the grand lodge will accent
the changes proposed, and this will
mean reorganization all down the line.
The proposition is to change the grand
lodge so that It will be on the same
general plan of the national government, with legislative. Judicial and exNaturally the
ecutive departments.
subordinate lodges will change their
accordingly.
laws
Among changes will be the personnel of the grand lodge. At present
the retiring exalted rule of a local
lodge Is the delegate to the next meeting of the grand lodge. He is ever after a member of that body and entitled to the floor. There ar now about
li.OOO men who are entitled to sit in
the grand lodge, and it often happens
that 1,200 to 1,500 delegates assem

s SILK,

The Albuquerque delegation to the
big reunion of the Benevolent and
Protective Order of F.lks In Dcnvr
was not nearly so large as had Keen
hoped for, but from all accounts the
faithful who did go are having enough
fun for the whole herd.
The Morning Journal yesterday re
ceived the following telegram from the
local contingent who have arrived In
Denver and are getting busy Jollifying:
Denver, Colo., July 16.
The Morning Journal. Albuquerque.
There is lots doing here. Any Albuquerque Rika desiring the time of
their Urea better not allow themselves
The New
to miss this opportunity.
Mexico Elks are doing a lot of strong
boosting for statehood.
It. W.

ble to legislate for th order. It la an
unwieldy body. Ann ng the proposed
legislation will be
a to reduce tills
list by making the requirement to
keep up membership more stringent.
The proposed ne .v ritual Is to be
exemplified before th grand lodge at
a meeting to be h Id In the Tabor
Grand opera house Wednesday even-- 1
ing next. The gran lodge will then
decide whether it ants to abandon
new ong. Thi
the old ritual for
task has been a dif IcttM one because
there are parts of the old ritual that
are very dear to he members. The
ritual committee v is composed of H.
lo Springs, P. A.
L. Holland of Colo
Pa., and W. L.
Shanor of Slstersvil
Holmes of St. Louis.
of n number of
A team compos
Elks from Coloradi Springs and the
members of the cm imittee will exem- plify the work to 'he grand lodge,
The work of prep ratios fell largely
upon R. L. H mes of Colorado
Springs lodge, and if it Is accepted it
will result in maki ig him one of the
prominent membc of the great or-h- e
ginlzation, because
will have left a
permanent stamp u on it. A number
of the grand offic - who have heard
the ritual read do are that It is i
splendid work an believe that the
grand lodge will le ready to accept it.
The election of o fleers occurs
day, but it is not
that it
will be a lively coi lest
Henry A.
Cal., is the only
Melvin, of Oakl.u
candidate for grai, exalted ruler, and
will be elected un.c iiniously.
grand esteemed
For the of ."ce
loyal knight 'then Acre two candi-- y,
dates, H. L. Qules-an- d of Zanevllle, o.,
Edward McLi : in of Massachu- setts.
D. A. Westbury of South Rend,
.

Tues-intlclpat-

I

Tuesday, July 17, IMC

Ind., and W. W. McClelland of Pittsburg are the candidates for lecturiug
knight. C. F. Toiullnson of North
grand esCarolina will be
teemed leading knight.
At present it seems quite likely that
Philadelphia will be selected as the
plaoe of meeting for the next grand
lodge. Although the second lodge to
organize the big city has never had a
Philadelphia
grand lodge meeting.
is bringing the largest eastern delegation and has opened a campaign for
the meeting. There was some talk
that Seattle would try and secure It.
but delegates who have arrived from
Washington deny this. Baltimore also
is making a strong bid for' the reunion.
An Important matter for discussion
before the grand lodge is the national
home for Elks located In Virginia. It
is always a subject for discussion. A
truth generally admitted by lodgemen
is that a mistake was made in not
the home in Colorado, as a
splendid offer was made. It could
have been made a refuge for sick and
afflicted and for members desiring to
rest.
In the year Just past there has come
quite a change. There are now twenty-live
members making their home
at the Rest, and the cost of maintenance last year was only $17.901. ' The
expenses are kept down and the accounts audited from the oflice of the
secretary-treasurer.
The board of
governors gives a deal of attention
to the work In the year. A feature
that has been added Is a hospital auxiliary, which was a necessity. In view
of these changes it is not likely that
the discussions on the home will be
nearly as acrimonious as was anticipated sometime ago.

BRYAN.

I

C, A. HAWKS.

DUNBAR.

RALPH

BPRINGER.
PRANK RALPH
I.. C. BENNETT.
W ... M'QUQIN,
MELVILLE K. SUMMERS.
According to the Denver papers, the
city is packed and jammed with thousands and thousands of Klks from all
paTtl of the country, and the convention will by far eclipse any previous
W. B.

Banda Rosas concert.
Wild West show.

organ recital. Trinity church.

registered

Klks and their ladies a! Manhattan
Beach.
Indiana on trolley rid
Wild West show.
Hand conceits.
Thursday The grand parade at 10

lhat dandruff is a germ disease; and
It Is also a demonstrated
fact that
Newbro'i Berptcede kills the dandrufi
germ. Without dandruff falling hair
would stop, and thin hair wuold thicken. Rsrploi.de not only kills the dandrufi germ, but It also makes hair a
Fireworks display at night, City
soft as silk. It is tin most delightful
hair dressing made. It cleanses th" nark.
rough riders'
Elks championship
scalp from dandruff and keeps it clean
Itching and Irritation contest.
and healthy.
I rulas
Moffat
Excursions
fiver
are Instantly relieved and permanently cured.
There's nothing "Just as
good." Take no substitute.
Ask for
"Herpleede,"
Bold by leading druggists. Send 10c In stamps I'm- sample
FATAL MISTAKES
"Berpleide." Sold by hailing drug
B. H. Hilggs & Co., Special Agents.
Think of a simple mistake in 8
name costing tens of thousands of
STANFORD WHITE
OWNED lives per year. But It Is a fact,
Every third or fourth person will
admit " a little kidney trouble." Wc
are suddenly waking up to the fact
MINES IN SOUTH
that the deaths from this cause arc
over r.O.ooo per year, and lhat it is
Brlght'l Disease. Dr. Loomls of Beel- of
evue hOSpll ll. declares
NEW MEXICO
people over 10 have some form of
comDisease,
Brlght'l
and the health
missioner of Chicago In October. 1001.
per
cent of the aduit
showed
thai
six
It has come to light that Stanford
of that city have It.
While, whose killing by Harry ThaW young
And the census shows that nut of
Is the biggest sensation of the seas, n SS.S12
deaths from kidney trouble In
In fashionable New York, ownwd valthe year 1000. 6.748. over
uable mining proportles In the
were due to Brlght'l Disease.
district, Sierra county, New Mir-icWhat is to he done?
Iii his will which has been filed
Simply this- - No matter how mild
for probate he bequeaths to his broth- your kidney trouble Is, to be safe,
among treat It at nin e as Brlght'l Disease.
er. Richard Mansfield Whit.-other things his interest In these minThere is only one specific known,
ing properties, "more especially relat- vl7... Fulton's Renal Compound
for
ing l a group of mines and claims 'n Bl ight's Disease.
Itei overy Is almost
s
recovering.
Hermosa township, Sierra county, New certain, nearly
Mexico."
Ask for remarkable booklet that
no cases nee pi those that were
The will appoints his widow. Beta
S White, sole executrix, directs that
This bookUPPOSed to be incurable.
she be not required to furnish any let is for thoughtful people.
bonds, and neither to file any Inven
J. H. O'RIelty CO., agents for
tory.
Her petition states that he di I
not leave any real estate in New Jorl
stale and that the ral US of his person-a- l
property Is unknown.
MEfUNDWOMEH
All his property is bequeathed to
Dm Bfj H for iinrtHturil
his widow, bis brother, Richard Manstiark' H, in flaiii itmt loll.
ft
ul' "fallow
field White, end hi" mother, AleUna MBm
S of in ne o Opor BrMHtofMNi
H. White.
uninle.
nnd
i.dt ftitnu
PttfltCMs
Mr. While states that he has al- tflftfl Of polsor.yu.
ready assigned absolutely to his sur-- 1 BjjHfl.liT.CHÍMlULCO
or u4M,t in pluiii wruprT
viving partnere, Charles P. McKIm
.y PAprr, i irptnl
fui
and William H Mead, all his right,
f oi ' r bótfcfi
title and Interest in and to all proper
f
r
tf
útil n
"
ties held bv litem in emmon. and
moneys .accruing to hitn through hie
Interest In the Hrm of McKIm, Mead
& White, and the good will of that
business, requesting them to make n
fair appraisement of bis Interest In tin
linn and to pay whatever sum Is to I"
dué to his executrix.
I'., bis mother Is left a bequest Ol
12. mm. together with the Interest held
by him In the copyrights of the hooks
id his father, Richard ''.rant White,
Lyllian Leighton
firm and pay whatever sum l found
to be due to Ills executrix.
Iline-telltll- S

nine-tenth-

1

CORONADO TENT CITY
CORONADO BEACH, CALIFORNIA- -

delightful place lo spend your summer vacation. Furnished tents and
palm cottages for rent át reasonable rates. You may do your own cooking
or you can get your meals at the restaurant. Boating, Bathing, Pishing, Music.
Por infornfation regarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad fares, etc.,
A

AG ENT

ASK ANY

The Third and Last Week of This
Wonderful Green Tag Sale
Throughout this sale this store has led in making unmatched prices
on new BUtnmer ootids. This week's bargains are further proof that
we reduce prices again and again to keep this reputation

:::::::::

300 PAIRS OF TROUSERS REDUCED
FOiC THE GfiEEft TAG

i

I'r--

?,

i

fJATHEATE
Stock Company

Modest

A (.nod Workman
entitled to good tools. We make
special ruled record books and loos
leaf devices that will gladden the
hearts and double the efficiency of
your office force. A postal or a 'phone
call will bring estimates, drawings or
suggestions to your desk. Auto, "phone

TONIGHT!
Funny

Rural Comedy

11. K.

Bookbinders

Llthgow a Co.
Journal building.

Tor proi..pt and courteous treatment
very clioU-cx- t
of meats yon .III
h calling on I m l
make mi
Kleltmort. 112 North Third street, or
your order In.

and the

J ALE

So Unit ;oii can MVS I rout SI. on to $3.00 on
pair.
cu lines ooming in next reason prompts u to close out tin' lot which wc bought
ll kinds ami io
hundred- - of tie in quoted at less than tlie price of the cloth.
I

Tlie Green Taa u.i lai.cu
Ml nuns worth un lo s2.0 a
All Pants worth m to si. no n
All rani- - wnllli no to IS. 50

Ail

effect.
pair, now
pair, mm
pair. now

-

.Ü1.S-

.ta.sfi
.

$:i.8."

100 OUTING SVITS SLAUGHTERED 100
--

--

FOK- - THE

CREEfl TAG SALE

Hnkliuc barfialns never to be equalled in Vlbuqnefgoe, Wc haven'l sold nearly as many Oatlng Suits as wc
line, too, but sonic w.i. wc must have iMiiight too ninny: nnywiiy. we
should lutve; we li;ic a banil-oni- c
lire mil going to cry nwr spilt milk. Wo are going lo sell these -- nils at any old price going lo sell them
o cheap tu t n will pay you to hu for two
ahead. Head this!
--

a-oiis

Any OntllUJ soil, worih sio, no m 119.00,
ta Outing Halt, worth mi.YOO. now
Any mine Suit, worth siN.no. now

now

7.7.-

.

-.

.il0.7.'
.$1:5.7.',

dallies this week. You'll never have a chance

to buy litem as cheap again.

"Sell every Hat in the Store during the Green Tag Sale
Slid if low prices will do it, these orders will surely bo obeyed,
e
makes.
Here Is where prices talk only listen lo till: on reliable,
1
suie Pitos, $:i.o.
.1. ii. Btetson odd inn- -, wortii HM n $5.00,
1.1 '.TV .1
i
:t.r,0.
Sale Price, $2.l0.
Xhjaff lints, worth
All other Hats, worth $L.50 lo $$.50. Sale Price, $1.00.
in this ale. Wc need room and wc need cash, ami we arc quoting prices on our
No
men s ytMxIs which will tiiulouhlcdly lTS us both,
'
'i I1.1I

Is (he

order from headquarters.

old-tim-

"The Buckeye"

Inst spring.

--

Buy Your

--

121.

,

.

'f

--

The Ureen Tun doe the business.

Amateur Contest Contests
Friday Nights

mi-la-

Gash Prize Awarded

8.

Fre-auen-

o.

er

ir

se

Winner

A. FLEISCHER
Estate

00-fo- ot

s.

jáTilH

Is

CO-Roo- ms

--

nine-tenth-

The Screamingly

Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels: also on
PROFESSIONAL.
as
receipts,
warehouse
and
salaries
low as S10.00 arid as high as S200.00.
ATTORNEYS.
strictly
Loans are uulcklv made and
private.
Time: One month to one R W. D. BRYAN
Attorney at Law.
year given. Goods to remain In your
Office in First Natlo! bank
possession.
Our ratea are reasonable.
Albuquerque.
N. M.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamshln tickets to and from all
rilYslCIANfs.
oarts of the world.
DR. II. Lk HUOT
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN
Room
N. T. Arlmlio Bids.
3 end 4. Grant Bids.
Tuberculosis treated with Hish
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Electrical
Current and GermiOPEN EVENINGS.
cide. Treatments aiveh from 8 a, m. to
S05 West Hal. road Avenue.
4 v. m. Trained nurse in attendance.
Both 'phones.
IXMIJ5ALE.
DR. J. H. WROTH
FUR SALE $10 per month buys
Physician and Surseon.
truck and fruit farm near San
Albuquerque, N. M.
Climate similar to California. DR. J. E. BRONSON
So earthquakes or cyclones. Texas
Homeooathlc.
J23
Physician and Sursreon.
care Journal.
Room 17 Wh itlnsBlsck.
"FOR SALE Saddle pony and outJIT DR. W. G. SHADRACR
fit oheap. 414 S. Third st.
Practice Limited
FOR SALE) A good milch cow. InEye, Ear, Nose. Throat.
J20 Oculist and Aurist for Santa Fe coast
quire at 214 R. Walter St.
lines. Office 313
W. Railroad av.
"FOR SALE A good gentle saddle Hours
9 to 12 a. m.. 1.30 to 6 p. m,
jl'i
pony $20. Call 41 7 S. Walter st.
DENTISTS.
SA I. K Three-burnblue
WOH
DR. J. E." K It AFT
flame oil stove; asbestos oven. Cheap,
Dental Surgeon.
J lj
317 Silver ave.
e a v i ng town.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Block, over
the
range;
Golden
Rule Drv Goods company.
fine
FOR SAI. K Sheep
grass, unfailing water, patented lands; AjUoma Bi3Plmne27CoJoradj!l 64.
J. ALGER. D. D. 8.
located in Sierra county. Address O. E. Offices:
Arimiio block, onoonlte GoU
C. Miller. HUlsboro. N. M.
den Rule. Office hours. 8: SO a. m. to
FOR SALE Riding and driving i:m n. m.;
to 6 o. m. Auto
Appointments
horses, from $25 up; also buggies, matic telephone 462.
by
w.
mall.
Hunter, made
wagon, and harness C.
Office
Closed
ntil
I
July 23.
Broadway and Copper ave.
FOR SALB Set of the new Ency-an- DR. L. E. ERVIN
Dentist.
best.
eloped ia Americana, latest
Auto Phone 891.
JU Rooms 20 and
Room 47, Burnett bldg.
22. Whiting- block. aver
Learnard and Llndemann.
.FOB SALE Good saddle horse, 613
Marquette ave.
ARCHITECTS.
FOR SALE Lot; cheap if sold
F. W. SPENCER
once. 74 8. Second St.
V. O. WALLINGFORD
Architects.
FOR SALE Small ranch, close in;
2 adobe houses at a bargain If soil Rooms 46 and 47. Barnett Bnlldlns.
Roth
'Phones.
tf
at once. 123 S. Third st.
drop-hea- d
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
FOR SALE Singer
sewing machines. 3 and t Grant bldg J. R. FAR WELL
Civil Engineer.
FOR SALE. Horse, buggy and har- Boom 23.JN.TlArmi1o bulldlns
tf
ness, cheap. 702 West Cual ave.
UNDERTAKERS.
F(5Ii"sALE A
gasoline
A. BOBDERS
engine, all complete. J. F. Palmer,
tf Black or City Undertaker.
501 N. First st.
white hearse, J5.00. ComFOR SALE Soda fountain.
mercial Club Building. Auto telephone
Top ham,
316; Colorado, red 115. Albuquerque,
New Mexlci.
FOR SALE New and second-han- d
hop ies at Albuuuernue Carriage Co.
BAKERIES.
FOR RENT.
BREAD. PIES AND CAKES
any
to
wart of the city, wedFOR RENT Tent house partly fur- ding
cakes a specialty; satisfaction
j21 guaranteed.
nished. .Ill S. Walter St.
S. N. Balling. Pioneer
FOB BENT Three newly furnished Bakery. 207 South Flrt street.
rooms for light housekeeping, wit.i
bath, electric lights, etc.; close in. Call
after 5 p. m, at 213 S. Arno.
FOB RENT Furnished tent. 106 Real
and Loans,
S. Broadway.
Fire
Insurance.
thoroughbred
FOB SALE Fine
years, gives 2 Vi
Jersey cow, age 2
Surety
Bonds.
sr
N.
Sixth
gallons of milk a day. 422
312
South Second Street.
FOll RENT Nine room hou:-"- .
Automatic 'Phone 328.
Modern conveniences. Inquire 507 S.
TOR SALP..
Second st.
$2,700
brick; bath.
nicely
furnish'
cellar, electric lights cement walks,
FOB RENT rhree
106 S. Broadway.
on highlands, close in.
ed rooms.
room brick; bath, eleUric
tor $2,850
FOB BF.NT 'tent lurnished
lights, barn, shade trees; W. Ejlras,
housekeeping, near American Lumber
close in.
m
Inquire
Co. plant; rent reasonable.
newcottage;
.Av't'
corner of Seventh and Mountain road. $2,000
N. Eighth st.:. étfobo outbuildings
Fi
RENT Two rooms for light $2,100
brick collage;
120
housekeeping. 616 W. Coal ave.
Bath, elecgrfc lights; good location.
FOB BENT Furnished front room $2,100 Wnom brick cottage; bath,
414 N. Fourth st.
With bath.
JU
tUmtW light; N. Second St.; $sr,o
ofish, balance on time at X per cent.
FOB BBNT- - Booms and board. 800
125 $1,860
x. Twelfth st.
brick cottage, good
lights, lot 50x142, In Highlands.
FOB BIO NT. Furnished tent, tS.OO $2,100
brick cottage, well
tf
per month. Apply 702 W. Coal.
built, N. Eighth
store room $4,000 Two good street.
FOR RENT :
houses, 5 lots,
on West Gold avenue. Address Box
shade trees, room for two more
t houses; close in; N. Sixth street.
13 8. City.
modern adobe, well
FOR RENT Rooms for house- $2,250
built, nicely finished, large grounds.
keeping, Corner of Sixth St. and RailGood outbuildings, trees Hnd shrubroad ave.
bery. Fouth ward.
FOB BENT Furnished room. 512 $2,200
frame dwelling, on
N. Second st.
tf
corner close In, lot 75x142, fine
FOR RENT Storage room. E. w.
shade trees.
A fine piece of business property
Fee. 602 S. First St.
for
sale.
Pleasant furnlshe i
FOB RENT
if Some good ranches for sale close ta
rooms at 315 S. Third st.
city.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms by
brick cottage, bath,
the dav. week or month, also rooms $2,600
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 60x
Mrs.
Eva
for light housekeeping.
N,
142;
ave.
Flaming. 113 West Lend
tf
Second street.
$1,300
frame, new, barn,
MALE HELP WANTEO.
shade tress, city water, high locaWANTED Big incney
tion.
AGENTS
$2,000
made selling our trees. Write f
frame cottage, bath,
etc.! S. Arno street.
terms. Western Nursery Co., DenVi
$1,000
Colo.
frame cottage, bath,
over 191 electric4 lights, close In, easy terms.
WANTED- - Bright boy
$6,500
double houses, close In. Inyears of age to learn the bookbinding;
come $S0 per month; a good Investtrade H. S. Lithgow & Co., Journal ment.
Half
cash, balance on time at
bldg.
R per
cent.
native
Laborers,
and $2,600
WANTED
frame, bsth, electrls
white, and all trades supplied with
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 75x142,
help on short notice. Also domestic
Fourth ward.
servants, Abraham's Employment Of- - $1,300
frame, near shops.
fice, 120 W. Sliver ave., at Elite res$2,700
frame dwelling with
taurant. 'Phone 379.
modern conveniences; well built. S.
st.
Arno
FEMALE HELP WANTED.
Money to Lonn on Good Real Estate
Fifty Mexican 'labore í
WANTKD
at- !
ItHts of tniei-cu- r
at Mann Bros, gardens at once j2t
WANTED-- " Nurse maid. Apply Mis Territory of New
Mexico. County of
J.ILrniloH.v. 224 N. Ninth street, tt
Bernalillo. In the District court.
WANTED Girl for general house- Montezuma Trust Company and Sydney Eugene Abel, executors of the
work. Apply from 9 to 12 mornings,
estate of D. J. Abel, doce ised, Plaintf
K09 Copper avenue.
tiffs,
Saleswoman, young,
WANTED
vs.
must be experienced, and be able to William Harper and Lou Harper, bis
speak Spanish. Attractive salary to
wife, and J. F. llarcourt, Trustee,
right person. Only parties with all
Defendants.
n0- - 7136.
qualifications and capable need apply.
Notice of Suit.
Write and send references immediate
10 vviiiiam Harper and Lou Harper,
ly to the John Becker Company, Bo
his wife, and J. F. llarcourt. Truslen, NW Mexico.
tee, defendants:
You are hereby notified thni a smM
WANTKD.
has been begun In
district court
Beginning August 15 to of Bernalillo county,theNew
WANTED
Mexco, by
September l and extending to May or the Montezuma Trust Oomnnn
'n.i
Sydney Eugene Abel, executors' of the
June. 1907, two sisters desire three
rooms and bath for light last will and testament of tho
m
housekeeping, close It. or near street of D. J. Abel, deceased, nrnlnat im
cars. Mrs. 1)., care Jo irnal.
J19 as defendants, for the purplso of rea Judgment against William
WANTED Large bran and oat covering
Harper for the sum of eight thousand
B. First
sacks. II. W. Fee, i
($8,000) dollars, principal, together
st. Sueessor to I'larkvl le Produce Co. with Interest
thereon from the 3rd day
of
January, 1905, at the rate of eight
lost and royyp.
per
per
cent
annum and ten
onr
LOOT OB STOLEN
Dark hay, covtho amount to be found due, as at
ered with dry sores; A. J. In mono-grai- n of
s
torney
ices,
provided
by said note to
on hind quarters and a dlvld d bo
Reward for tain paid, and to foreclose that cercircle on front quarter.
deed
trust,
of
dated
the 3rd day
.123
return to 110 E. Coal.
of June, 1905, executed bv
LOST Pearl slick pin. Beward for Harper and Lou Harper, his William
wife, to
turn to Journal office.
J. F. Harcourt, Trustee, recorded In
Vol. 12. pago 197 of the records ol
Bernalillo county, upon lot 18 In
block No. fifteen (15) of tho New
Mexico Town Company addition to the
City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, givRoors
en to secure the payment of said note
and for a decree, ordering the sale of
Will
It
cold;
to
heat and
said property to satisfy, pay off and
Is Impervious
the indebtedness evidenced
not run, crack, or blister; It will harden disehargo
by sold note, and also
Attorneys
under water, after once set. A rain fees therein provided to the
be paid, and
coming on fresh paint will not wash It. also for costs of suit; and that an order for service by publication has
THERE is no ACID IN IT
been made in said cause.
You are further notified that unless
TO HI ST TIN.
you enter your appearance In said
cause on or before the 5th day of Sep1901, the plaintiffs will apply
Sold by the gallon, pr contracts will be tember,
to the court for the relief demanded
Address
taken for painting roofs.
In their complaint
(Seal)
W. E. DAME, Clerk.
L. MEDLEB. Attorney for Plffs.
BORRADAILE & CO 1 E. Postoffice
addross, Albuquerque,
N. M
. Aihuauerouc, N. M.
i ir lUUti Ave.
-

,

Claims Often (arry Ilic Mo t
Conviction.
When Maxim, the famous gun
placed his gun before a committee of Judges, he staled Its carrying power to be much below what he
felt sure the gun would accomplish.
The result of th trial was therefore
a great surprise. Instead of a disappointment.
It Is the same with the
manufacturers of Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Hemedy. They
do not publicly boast of all this remedy will accomplish, but prefer to lot
users make the statements. What they
do claim. Is that U will positively cure
diarrhoea, dysentery, pains In lhf
stomach and bowels and has neve;been known to fall. For sale by a
druggists.

MoneyPianos.
toOrgans
Loan

On Furniture.

1

Het-mo-

i

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOAN8l

DB-Hver- ed

Tuesday Opening of buslneei session. Tabor Grand.
Hand contest, City park.
Free admission to registered Klks
and their ladies at Witch's.
Ladles' automobile ride over city.
Reception at St. Anthony's hospital,
Banda Rosea concert.
to

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IX ADVANCE

five-hor-

The following is the program for the
live days' celebration:
Monday
Public opening exereis. I
grand lodge, Tabor Grand.

Free admission

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS --a

-

l.l'N CLARK8,

JOHN

Wild West show.
Wednesday
Massed hand concert.

New Scientific Treatment Kills Dandruff Germs, ami Makes llalr Soft.
It is an accepted fact, a proven fact,

MORNING JOUR N AC,

r

wrSTvr'-

-

,

Simon Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier

EUREKA PAINT
for.

.luly

TiK-ttto-

THE ALBUQUERQUE

it, 1M.

FRANK

MORNING JOURNXE

paok

We are still quietly working on the Street Car proposition to the University.
others, but it will probably be September 1st betore it is settled.

DONOVAN

TRIES 10 PASS

select some of those choice

mn

If we fail in one plan we have two
In

the meantime better

lots in the

50-fo- ot

SON IE BAD PAPER

Will Have

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

Hearing This Morn-

AT FROiVI $25 to $150 PER LOT; $5 DOWN, $5 PER MONTH; NO INTEREST

ing on Forgery Charge
ADMITS

HE DIDN'T DO

Office

A

VERY GOOD JOB OF IT

Fnmk Donovan, a carpenter about
years of age, wh.i has boon working
for contractor John Hart, is in Jail on
a chance of forgery, and will have a
bearing before Judge Crawford this
morning.
Donovan
was
arrest m!
about six o'clock last evening. K:r-lie- r
in the day he gave Pete Oioml (a
the Alamo saloon, north BHmI
a
and (iold avenue, three cheeks which
QloMU cashed.
One of them was on
the First National hank for $10; another on the same bank for 111.50,
and the third an $8.ou check on the.
Slate .National bank. All were made
out to Frank Donovan and signal
"Forrest Orutchfleld." Some time at
there was a healthseeker in the city
hearing that name, but the police were
unable to And him last night, n in
ro1 believed that .Mr. Crutchfleld knew
anything about the checks.
Donovan at first protested his innocence.
"No use," said
.Marshal
MeMillin, "your endorsement on the
back of the checks gives you away."
"Well, it was rather a hum job,"
grlnneU Donovan after a pause. Donovan has been staying at the Qr
i
hotel. The cheeks were dated Saturday the 14th, and Mr. Qlomo was not
at all auspicious until he prese rit
them at the bank, and found no sin h
account, Donovan is said to have asked iiart at eight o'clock
yesterday
f,
morning for a
and It is believed he was going to leave town with
the proceeds of his pen work.
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South Second Street

FIREMAN GVERGOM E
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THE

STUBBORN BLAZE

THE

ASYLUM

Empty

House In Highlands Judge McFle to Hear Libel
Damaged

Cases This Morning

C0SGR0VE UNCONSCIOUS FOR

FOUR MORE ARRESTS MADE

Is Seriously

OVER

TWENTY-FIV-

E

MINUTES

one-sto-

lay-of-

ry

I

build

ship-shap-

BRANCH

ARIZONA

i

Hoi-tetter- 's

i

i

from the south

and

It Is entirely possible that the Santa
Fe, while contemplating tin- squashing
of Its proposed adversaries, also his
Important moves lor its direct advanl-ag- e
In view. By building a road snun
from Davenport or Williams, it couuit
connect with the Santa Fe, Fresco'
road at Cedar Clad",
K PkoenlS
which would give a direct line front
Phoenix to the Orand canyon.
The trip could be made In a day
and the long walls for trains at ASH
the
Fork would be eliminated, and maoperating expenses of the road
terially cut, as all trains could run
-

through, thus doing away with at
least two train crews. The Santa I'V
realizes what a drawing card It hits
in the Orand canyon and will gua'd
it Jealously, and give the best service
to that point possible in order to discourage competition.
From some point on the line Between Davenport and Cedar Clade a
branch line will doubtless be run in
a southerly direction to the Verde.
Surveys have already been made over
this route and have shown the building
of a narraw gauge to be practicable.
the
My the building of this branch
Santa Fe will continue to handle the
large volume of the Clark business
to Jerome.
While Mr. Cochran Is reticent as to
.s
the Intentions of the company, It us
a patent fact that some steps suchtakthese enumerated, will have to be
en In the near future, and the Santa
Fe seems to realize this.
Canyon
The traffic to the (irandmany
Imsteadily, and
IS increasing
provements In the hostelrles at that
point arc being made. The roads andg
drives to the places of Interest nre
newly grirded and put Into firs:
class condition. Incidentally, Canthe gateway to the Orand
While the busiyon, Is prospering.
ness from the tourist traffic is not
whut it might be were the trains operto
ated differently, the receipts amount
quite a considerable sum. The conditions will be somowhnt changed here
when the Santa Fe erects Its new deHarvey
pot and the contemplated
house is erected, as more people will
be able to stop over for n longer time.
This is the most beautiful season of
the year on the Colorado plateau. The
rtays are pleasantly warm and the
nights dellghtfiirly cool, due to the pi
evatton, 6750 feet.

SYDNF.Y EtIOENE ABET,,
E. L. MEDLEK, Attorney for Ex-

ecutors.

Executors.

'

.OF

COMPLAINT OF C0U

Upon application by Attorney w. IV
(Mulders, Judge John R. McFle in
Santa fe yesterday granted a writ of
habeas corpus for the release of Fru-tos- o
CampOS, arrested for criminal libel and incarcerated in the Bernalillo
county jail upon his refusal to give
bail.
10

Office;

best or Kansas City beef
at I
klclmvort's. 112
street.

jpaidi

R

give bail.
The Whole

matter will be settled at
the hearing before Judge McFle this
morning at 10 o'clock, when Campos
is examined.
The decision of Judiie
McFle
will
affect all the cases In
Which warrants were Issued yester-

-

of the Southwest or

W est is complete unless you have
included a side tripe to Mexico, via

THE MEXICAN

Tolo. Phone

RAILWAY

train and Pullman service daily without change.
New Pullman "Broiler" and lluffet cars in operation. You
can have choice of routes, going and returning via El Paso;
in 7'ia El Paso and out via Torreón and Eagle Pass, or vice
versa, thus covering the best of Mexico..

tf

Up-to-da-

te

Cor. Second and Coal

1T7

Aillo. I'lione

Eor rates, illustrated booklets and full information,
call or write,

414

:4:.,:.4B

t

CENTRAL

The ONLY line reaching nearly every important city of the
Republic. Guadalajara and Lake Chápala, and Cuernavaca,
the most famous health and pleasure resorts of Mexico.
Guanajuan to, the "Show Town" of Mexico; historical and
intensely interesting; as well as being one of the greatest
mining centers of the world today.

iiki.k

P. BPiKVA, Com. Afft.,
El Peso, Tens,
w. d. MimnocK, p. t. Mgr.,

O.

Kdio iu me lam i

the time to take that trip hack home. Take advantage
f tnc low rates to the east.
Tickets
.ssssssj
mr
on sale at special reduced rates for
the round trip from June I to Sep- k
temher 30.
Chicago and return, $55.35.
bt. Lotus and return, $47.85

I

On the following dates the Santa Fe
will sell excursion tickets to princi- pal points in Illinois, Kansas, Michi- day.
gan, Missouri, Nebraska, North Da- The men arrested on complaint of
Coulter claim they will present evi- j. kota. South Dakota. Wisconsin and Wvomitif : Tune 1 and 2.
'
dence to the COUrt today proving their
also June 9 to 16, inclusive, and July to 10, inclusive. Call
allegations that Coulter, Klcario Moii- toya and c.iiier deputy sheriffs were
at ticket office and we will help you plan a trip. Below find a
guilty of Illegal practices in Intimidatfew principal points.
ing voters al the June election in Párelas when the cohorts of 'Slavio got
Chicago and return
It In the nock.
Should they prove the
St. Louis and return
charges the libel cases will all he dis46.50
missed, Should they fall to prove the $
Memphis, Tenn., and return
$48.65
charges to the satisfaction of the court
they will be remanded to appear beKansas City and return
$39 00
fore the prrand jury. The settling of
the hunch of libel cases resiUUgn from e Return limit on all tickets, October 31, 1906.
1

$5-5-

the contest between the native republican factions represented by La Handera and La Opinion will relieve the
officials
of the sheriff's nOiee of a
large part of their business, as both
sides have been busily swearing out
warrants for libel for some time past,
it will be remembered the wimii- trouble stalled when La Opinion Publica, so 'Slavio alleges, published an
alleged libelous article calling him a
pup, liar, thief, lobster, candidate for
the penitentiary, scoundrel, swindler,
bully, perjurer, etc. etc., etc., all of
which 'Slavio denies.
Kloek and Owen are attorneys for
the complainant Coulter, and V. I!.
Chliders appears for the defendants.

"SEE Till- UNITED STATICS," but remember that no tour

MITCHELL

eaaiee4ee;e;

i

The Ideal Summer Resort

change of hill went on at the
last night when "The Huck-- I
eye," a tural comedy was placed on
the boards, Miss Lyllian LelghtOU,
who has been appearing In the plays
for several days, now apears as 'Mary
Jane," the usylum waif, in which she
is quite Inimitable,
"The Buckeye"
will be played tonight and tomorrow
night, The Casino was well filled last
night and the comedy is a sparkling
one.
Miss Lelirhton wishes to announce that ail who wish to enter
the Friday night weekly amateur contests for n cash prise, the audience
to le the judges, may communicate
with her by telephone at the Casino.
The amateur performance
may lie
anything in the spec ialty line, dance
or sons or recitation or any sort of
a "stun;." The amateur contests are
expected to be a very popular fen turn
at the Casino under the new manar,
ment of Miss Leighton.
A

Juanita, the Islet Indian woman
arrested on a lunacy charge and committed to the county jail, was handed
over to the United States authorities
by the sheriff's Office yesterday. She
Is now on her way to the government
asylum for Indians in Canton. South
Dakota, in charge of Dr. Turner,
the physician of that institution,
and Clerk Dwlre of the local Indian
school. The physician Im
mediately pronounce,! her a raving lunatic.
She cave the officials
it the county Jail no trouble while
there hut her malady is like
ly to take a violent turn at anytime, as
evidenced by her attempts at suic ide,
arson, and murder at the Village of
aleta. She !s recovering from severe
burns received in the burning of her
Mi'Xoiii'Ni;it-iio- e
own home to whic h Rhe applied a
mt ai '
match. As stated before the woman AT THE WHITE ELEPHANT.
also jumped Into the river in an attempt to drown herself, tried to beat
out her child's brains with a club and
also attempted to set Are to the Santi
Fe depot at Isleta.
F. H.
Dr. Turner also hail charge of a
crazv woman from Fori Defiance, atCITY SCAVENGER
tended by Mrs. Ada I'.. Miller.

The writ
o'clock
returnable at
this morning in the court boost in old
Albuquerque where Judge McFle will
sit In chambers in Hie absence of
Judge Ira A. AbbOtt of this district.
Luis Sanchez, Juan Padilla, Joso
Trujillo and another man were arrested yesterday on warrants charging
criminal libel, upon complaint of Jose
The very
Quirino Coulter, one of tiie proprie- nml mutton
tors of La opinion Publica, himself North Third
under bond for libeling BslaVto Vigil,
Tle warrants Issued yesterday charge
as did the previous ones that defendants had signed a letter which ap
peared in the Huhhcll paper, Li Handera Americana, alleging illegal and
corrupt practices in the conduct of
the school director election in Hare-la- s
on June 4 last.
The above named defendants appeared yesterday for a hearing before
Justice of the Peace Jose Ifiguel
Chaves in old Albuquerque.
Now is
They
pleaded not guilty, waived examination and gave bond for their appear
anee before the next grand jury.
Campos, It will be recalled, was arraigned Saturday on a similar charge,
plead not guilty, waived examination
and refused to give ball. A commitment was therefore Issued for the Incarceration of Campos until he should
Is

MEXICO

CASINO

Casino

i

,

IN

HlPn

CRAZY

WOMANGOESTO

FRUTOSO CAMPOS

At 7: 111 last evening the fire department made a fast run to the house
owned by J. I,. Lane, at 814 South
Hillth, In response to an alarm turned
in from the neighborhood. The building which Is a
frame structure, has been standing empty for
some time, and how it caught fire
Is a mystery.
The fire was a very
Stubborn one and hard to combat, an
Fireman James Cosgrove was so badly
OVercorae by the smoke and heat tbit
he was unconscious for twenty-Ar- e
minutes in spite of all efforts to bring
e
him to. He Is said to be
again this morning. The damage to
Hie house will probably amount to between $100 and fSOO. The only theory of the fire's origin is that it was
caused by spontaneous combustion
from a manure pile in the rear. The
department made one of the best runs
ever witnessed, and by the lime tie
llrst whistle of the siren had sounded
had reached the corner of First stre t
and Railroad avenue two blocks from
Williams. Ariz., July 10. Last Sut- - the station. Chief Burílese and his
urday Mr. s. f. Coohran, locating men have been putting the bin blacks
engineer for tin- Santa Ve coast through much thoroughgoing practico,
jjif.s, with headquarter!
at Los and experts say the speed In hooking
Anft&l1. arrived In the city with i up and getting started
cannot be
party rAf.,som' dozen men. and this beaten In Denver or Los Angeles.
morning, Ifcuj-inthe services of a
Turkey Backs Down.
team lieloiigingV to Harry Cargil",
st ilted to unlouti tfacir car and estabAfter the usual delays, Turkey finlish their camp Injuaklng Asp Fat, ally backed down and accepted Oreat
Britain's conditions regarding the Tai few miles southeast oTstown.
Mr. I'ochran was in this
for halí boundary dispute, and their ac
some weeks last fall and went over ceptance was just in time to prevent
lie country thoroughly
from Oak another European war. Delays are
creek to Hell canyon. At the tima always dangerous and for that reason
nothing could be learned of the Inten- We urge every sick man and woman
to stop experimenting with unknown
tions of the company, but Mr. Cochran stated recently that the Intention remedies and commence taking
survey
Of this
You'll
was to locate a Suitable!
Stomach Hitters.
rauta from Davenport station, a fe v tgree with thousands of other people
greatest
in the
In
Is
medicine
southWilliams,
of
It
a
the
miles east
that
westerly direction into the Hi ll canyi n world for making you well and keepcountry, crossing the old line ot the ing you sn. Its .13 years' success has
Saginaw Southern road at a point been due entirely to its ability to
about seven miles south of William:. Strengthen weak stomachs, to purify
.lusi what are the Intentions of the he biood and to keep the bow els open.
com afiy iii this matter is unknown, Then It also cures dyspepsia. Indigesbul as there has been some talk of a tion, biliousness, insomnia, headache,
road building from the south, connect- sour risings, vomiting. Cramps, diJerome, Williams and arrhoea female ills or malaria. IVv r
ing Globe,
(irand Canyon with the coal fields and ague. Try a bottle.
It won II
in southwestern Colorado,
Notice.
seem
that the steps now beby
Notice Is hereby given that the final
ing taken
the Santa Fe are
Trust ComIts
report
of
Montezuma
The
protecting
of
for the purpose
pany and Sydney Kugene Abel, execown or tributary territory.
of
It has long been known that Sen- utors of the last will and testament was
ator W. A. Clark was desirous of mov- the estate of D. J. Abel, deceased,
ing his smelting plants from the hills filed in the probate court on the Id
Monday,
to the Verde river valley, and abo day of July, l!0fi, and that
190Í, has been
of eac&plng the cost of transferring the fith day of August,
the probate court as the date
every pound of freight at Jerome fixed by hearing
of objections to the
the
Junction to his narrow gauge road. of
of said executors and the
Hut before the plants could be moved final accountthereof.
All persons hav
standard guage road will have to Ji settlement
any objections or exceptions to
constructed from the Verde valley ' ing
report are required to be present
some point on the main line of the said present the same on sa'.d date.
Santa I'V, or the other proposed m i, l and
MONTEZUMA TUUST COMPANY,
Will have to be

ANOTHER

First National Bank Building
ID PKUVt POPULAR Al

III I ID

WHILE FIGHTING

i.

sun feTo

i

Mexico

O. P. .TACKSON. T. F. & P.

San Antonio, Texas.

,l c Mcdonald, a. o. p. a.,

city, o. p.

Patronize the Old Reliable The Crystal
1
Ice Company we manufacture

is
L'

is

!

$
j

v

NOTHING

jj

but

ICE

BOTH

jjj

sssssssses
Special Rates to the West

i

T. E. PURDY, Agent.

BERGER

Wholesale Flour anil Peed
1
E A L E K

Empress, "Moses nest," "Gold seal,"
"Blanco," "North Star" ami "Mountain ltoHe" Flour at wholesale.
Kansas ami Native Hay, Alfalfa,
Oats, Barley. Corn, Corn Chop, Wheat,
White and Red liran.
Hex Stock and Poultry Food.
Manhattan Stock and Poultry Food.
Crushed Oyster Shells, Chicken
none, Heef Scraps, Native Salt and
other Stock ami Poultry Food.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRIC AND
RAINBOW SOCIAL.
CONSTRUCTION
CO.
Epworth leaguers of the Highland
OPPOSITE NEW POSTOFFTCE.
M. E. church Invite the people to come
CALL AM) SEE US IV OCR NEW
to the end
of the rainbow, al Thirteenth and Mountain Road, Tuesday BSTARLISHMENT FOR PANS,
AND SUPPLIES,
evening, the 17lh, and get the bag of
gold. The gentlemen are requested tfl
If you need a carpenter, telephone
bring their thimbles. There's someAuto. Phone 626.
llcselde,,. AlltO. Phone 580.
thing rich In store for them.

114

W. Copper Ave

5

s.

M7

IS FULL OF ODD AND CURIOUS
THE WORLD
so there may still be those who have
not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns.

THE GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
Again wc inaugurate this great sale under the most favorable conditions, and we expect to nearly double the selling of any previous
event. All broken lines of seasonable high-gramerchandise will be disposed of at this sale, at a great saving to you.D.tf
de

Men's Outing Suits, sold from $7.50 to $16.00, at
TWENTY PER CENT DISCOUNT
off regular prices
Men's Business Suits, sold from $12 to $27.50, blues and blacks reserved, at
Broken lines in Men's Shoes; $3.50, $4 and $5 grades. Sale Price
$2.50
Men's
Cluett,
well
Monarch and other
known brands, worth $125 and $1.75, at
Shirts
90c
Men's Hats, hardly two alike, all worth $2.50 to $4.00. Sale Price
$1.50

All
All

one-fift- h

High-grad- e

bo-in-

Wli-lluni-

Don't Delay Select Your Goods Today
119

WEST GOLD
AVENUE

I

You should plan to take that trip to California. You will en
joy the change. Visit the brand
Canyon and Petrified Forest. Liberal limit and
Los Angeles and return, $36.00.
San Diego and return, $36.00.
San Francisco and return, $45.00.
For other rates and full particulars call at ticket office. Tickets on
sale every Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday during May, June, July,
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
August and September.
stop-over-

JH.

phones

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

SECOND
STREET

122 S.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

pao an.

MORNING

JOtJFrtKE

Tuesday, July 17, 106.

Summer
DEMOCRAT PUBLISHING

S

COMPANY

D. A. MACPH KKSON, President.
H. B. HENINO. City Editor.

W. 8. BURKE. Editor

Entered an aecond-rhnt- s
mutter at tho postofttce at Albuquerque,
under art of rnngrnw of March 3. 1879.

N. M.

THE MORNING JOURNAL is THE LEADING REPU BLICAN PAPKU
OP NEW MEXICO. SUPPORTING TIIK PRINCIPLES OK THE REPUB-LICA- N
i
Tin; WtTHOM OP Til K RISPI
PARTY Al l. TIIK IIME
I.H'AN PARTY WHEN THEY ABE RIGHT.
circulation thnii any Other paper In New Mciloi. The only paper
kg Bent Mrstoo leaned every day la the, year.

REAL
ESTATE
NEW TELEPHONE M.

oA.N ON GOOD REAL
ESTATE SECURITY AT M)W

MONET

No. Anxious inquirer, tho person
who stabbed I woman to death with

a p.i.t
a

of

at Tin

dl.--.ir-s

newspaper editor.

anean

4-

The (I tabee DOM ball team has

Comforts

COLUMN

Mr. Prayner of Whisky Creek has
cut his lir.--t t rop of alfalfa. Central
City Hern In Silver City Km. i plise.
Sute it wasn't rye?

TO

RATES OF INTEREST.
TOE RENT.
- room house, moder
Lead avenue,

Raed ( hairs.
tuckers .nnd .Settees.
Cintras Chairs and Settees. ( ampin
Outfits, lllankcts. Com forts. Wagon
Covers. Tents. Camp Stoves nnd Conking Ule asila.
n
In fact, everything
make lile worth livlll"
1

I

AVE.

COLffj

$20.00.

warn

I -- room house, modern, Coal avenu-

tho championship of southern Arizona.
How they can play base hall
aWn there In Julv is a r.

mm

sun. oo.

house, modern.

po-e-

S.

:5.00.

Arno street

ROFSE FURNISHERS. NEW AN!)
WE HI V HOUSESECONDHAND.

J. D. EMMONS,

The

F urniture
Man.

- room house. Load avenue, 112.00.
It Is understood that the Ait for
Morning Joernel has a higher i In ulailon ratline tlui.i Is wumN
HOLD noons. 211 W. OOLD AVE.
house. Broads iy, $1.00.
Protection of Antiquities was pass-e- d
(;. NIRI8EV, M
IGKR.
to any other paper In Albwejeetra or any other dally In New Mateo." The the only
$ 5.00.
uc,
bpuaOi
(room
avi
Lead
Auto. Phone 474 Colo. Tlione 177.
after the Almanac had done
American Newspaper Directory.
St., modFifth
house
North
lobbying
it.
for
some strenuous
Corner
West End of Viaduct
Coal
Avenue
and Second Street
ern. $20.00.
TERMS or st list '111 1TION.
Fifth St.. $30.00.
house
North
a pant?
ra
give
planee
the
must
it
$5.00
Dally, by mall, one year In advance
to see the old wire fencing on the I --room house South Third St.. $20.00.
.
.00 Port Oran
I
bousea, s. roadway with
Dally, by carrier, one month
military reservation use Two
.
.50 for a bog fence. To what base uses,
prompt
treathath, $20.00 each,
Dally, by mall, one month
house, S. Am", modern, $25.
etc!
1878
Kstabllshel
NEW MEXICO
Two tents, ft Railroad ave., $8.00.
ment and careful dispensing go to
ALBUQUEKQl'E
Tho heel sunr factory Is about
é
IX)R SALIS.
ready to start down at Hiéndale. AriTUESDAY MORNING, .H I. Y 17. IÍMI0.
FEED. FLOUR AND C.ItAílí
Busy Little Drug
zona, and it is hoped tills will sweetFour houses on South Broadway,
en up the disposition of some of the
modern: will sell singly or all, at a
117
Railroad Ave.
tgftDt for MÜGlieü
antis.
a
bargain.
Large arid small ranches for sale near
The government reclamation enALnUQiJERQUE, N. at.
In, Tract ol land on the Mesa, enst
.aaaav
gineers would never make newspaper
of tho citv.
men. They report that the daily rise Some line lots on Tijeras avenue; also
of the Saltón sea Is only about .46 of
on West Coal avenue.
an Inch,
Rouse
and .1 lots on North Fourth St..
THE BLUE FRONT
t
14 rooms In a fine location.
g T IS stated In the Interesting terminology ol spiritual Investigators thai
117 West Railroad Aventio
Habbits and squirrels have eaten up Lots
Hoth Tolepliones.
parts
3f
a'.l
in
sale
houses
for
and
"f the treasury, who la now living the nearly ail the young trees in the govLyman J. Qae.
the
eltr.
hie" ernment nuraery at Bort Bayard and Pour acres of land In the city limits,
simple theoaophlcal life at Point Uinta, California, is "born
they are thinking seriously of resortwith KOOd houso and stable, fruit
happaa
to
going
li
something
that
ing to rough on rats.
They say he "has indistinct Hashes of
trees, etc.. In a fine location.
All kinds of ni'll work a
unattainable
the
groping
after
house on West Coil av.; up
arc
who
those
of
to him," nnd in the minds
A man named Donahue
fell from
The rljjht place
specialty.
jr..
to
000.
dat.
Oaga.
FOR SALE
the top of a box ear on
trestli ne ir i on West Gold av.. near Sixth st.
which neaa of the sltogether utterly Incomprohenalble, thla give Mr.
work at low price
good
for
( upper
t lie
av.
Is
ill
ljueen
we
w
.smelter
and
st..
day
iMi'h
and
f.
Corner
a
w
fl
four-rooiron
.Mexico
foot lot
frame,
Nice
unusual distinction. But If be will come over to N.
house; modern; lot 75x148 feet; fine
tut you can't keep a
the hospital.
only
trees,
fruit
and
hade
H
lot
whole
showing
him
by
hit
good
iios-pcement
de
pi
of
out
stable.
This
sidewalks:
man willt that name lone; in the
will take some of the rimps
LOVE,
A.
property will be sold cheap if taken
11,250,00
il.
4()3 S. First St.
of fellows who have had Hashes of something that was going to happen, and
at once.
Ifii!
Auto
phone
a bargain, better see about it at
Us
to
st.,
tot
beHouse
on
no
and
claim
South Second
Miguel, the First, reports thai he
not such indistinct flashes, either. Theae ware fellowi who laid
once.
tween Lead and Coal avenues, at a
fat Watched Vesuvius in eruption.
From
bargain.
the psychic Instinct Just plain ward heelers, who ware holding down
present prospecta he is likely to withoufe, two blocks from
FOR KENT
jol." to which they were appointed ley B former territorial adminlsl ration, ness another eruption In Santa IV that
with two lots. House well
Five-rooframe ( modern, close In,
along
come
will
a
has
make
happening
Vesuvius
look
like
little
cases
the
In
all
these
and
reason
occult
some
for
furnished. This property" is In one
plenty of shade; $''o per month.
red firecracker.
of the best locations in this city,
::
to verify the flushing. Than thefe Is our a neli nt contemporary at Santa Fc
Five-roodwelling, modern, dOfS in,
a very
and Is for gale at $0.500.
A Tucson man named Meddler go)
nice location,
which may or may not be a horn páyente, hut v. Inch has n ntly had
Qila
bit
by
his
Brick
pel
on
house
lot
Coal
Wcr.t
monster
and
other
the
public
vivid Hash to the effect that the soft thing which it has enjoyed nt the
day.
Most people would prefer to
ave.; 5 rooms,
$2,600.
Money to loan in sums to suit at 8 per
that have a nice gentle rattlesnake or af- Brick house, 7 rooms, wllh 3 lots, on
and
verge
petrifaction,
of
on
is
the
mind,
of
out
time
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GARLI Tales of the Town

Suppose your hair should all leave
you! Then what? Weak hair is
the kind that falls out; not strong
hair ! Just Icarn a lesson from this,
If your hair is falling out, strengthen it. Give it food, hair-foo- d
Ayer's
Hair Vigor, It checks falling hair, cures dandruff, and makes the hair soft
and smooth. Sold for over half a centurv.
íu V- - '

page rmw.

Hair Gone?

Irving to Say.
charming young thing
become acquainted In
with a handsome and
highly eligible young lawyer.
She was bestowing upon him some
Taggart Wins First Round.
of her best assorted and most fetching solemnly. "I always like to see the
Paoll, ind., July 16. Judge Bus-kir- k
smiles, which would really brlng al- hen who lays my eggs. Yes, yes; 1
most any old eligible to time. And he always like a formal introduction to
today sustained the demurrer
the hn who lavs my eggs before 1 or- of Thomas Taggart and other defendwasn't so hard to idease either.
,
ants, which means that a receiver will
"Do you know," she said sweetly, der them. Is the hen In?"
But the waitress, with her nose ele- not be appointed for the French Lick
"I think It must be so nice the way
MURDERER HAS NO EXCUSE
forty-five
an
deangle of
you're fixed study law all summer vated at
Springs hotel at this time. Attorney
and then farm In the winter such a grees, had marched down the line with General Miller immediately gao noa
volto
wrathful
not
determination
you
arrangement,
nice
know."
TO OFFER FOR AWFUL CRIME
tice of an appeal to the state supreme
"But pardon me," kindly explain- unteer any more helpful suggestions court.
ed the Eligible, "but I farm In the to patrons.
.summer and study law In the winter,
Don') Da- - Backward.
Hurried Out of Clayton By Mounted you know."
Old Chronic Sores.
Do not hesitate 10 ask for a free
"Oh, yes, to be sure, "she said with
As a dressing for old chronic sores sample of Chamberlain's stomach anl
Policeman to Escape Lynching at a most captivating smile.
"That's there Is nothing so good as Chamber- Liver Tablets. We are glad to give
what I meant, of course farm in the lain's Salve. While it Is not advisable them to anyone who Is troubled with
winter and study law Lu the summer
Hands of Enraged Citizens.
to le al old sores entirely, they should biliousness, constipation, or any disorI mean, of course, law in the summer be kept In good condition, for whlcn der of the stomach. Many have oeen
and study fanning in the winter "
this salve Is especially valuable. F ir permanently CUred by their use. For
And then he considerately changed sore nipples Chamberlain's
has sale by all druggists.
Raton, X. M., July 16, Mounted the subject
to
hannels not quite so no superior. For sale by all Salve
druggists.
Policeman J. J. Hrophy brought L. D. complicated.
A Counter Sales Book.
Bolton of Clayton, to Raton on No. 1
DURING Is an absolute necessity lu a retad
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION
gtJcklci for formalities.
yesterday morning for safekeeping, a
FORENOON GIVEN TO LAD- business. We can furnish them now
It was In a well known local hotel Till:
IES DESIRING TO LEARN
TO ut prices that will appeal to the trad,'.
mob at Clayton having formed fur the the otile day.
BOWL,
ALBUQUERQUE
II. S. Litligou .V Co.
purpose of lynching Bolton for Ufel
"Shall I bring you some nice poach- BOWLINGAT AlTHE
FYS,
l.
118
W.
GOLD
Journal building.
Bookbinders
killing of carl Qilg, a prominent citi- ed eggs?" asked the waitress of the
AVE.
CARL
HOLMAN,
MANAGER.
zen of Union county.
tall, slim tourist, with a wall eye and
Driven across the country from a careworn look, who seemed rather
TltY V CLASS OF MPNCHIONER-MO- F
'layton by the officer, the men board- uncertain of his order.
FEE'S GOOD coi. I) Boor BEER
MIAU BEER AT Till: WHITE
"Um no," rejoined the tall tourist, AT WALTON'S 1MUG STORE.
tf
ed a Colorado & Southern train alter
ELEPHANT.
llaging it in the country, making their
escape from the mob but ten minutes
before they arrived at the Clayton jail
to take the man from the ofllcers.
Without justification BoltOB Fri
day mum shot and instantly killed!
t.arl Oilg, a ranchman who resides
TWENTY-SIXT- H
near Clayton, and one of the most
prominent men in the terltory.
Why Bolton killed (iilg Is n mystery
to the officers, as the two men had
never had a word of trouble and at the
time of the .shooting Qilg was (landing
on the street In conversation with another party.
Bolton has an office on the main
street of Clayton, and just before the
shooting he was talking with a young
man by the name of George Hobson
who had come to Clayton to take up
some government land.
Hobson suddenly ran from the oflire
and Bolton fired at him twice but did
not hit the young man. Hobson
around the corner of a building.
Turning completely around Bolton
raised his revolver and shot to dea11!
17
Qilg who was standing near. Tho
1906
New
22,
bullet passed directly through tin
man's heart.
About five minutes after the shooting Bolton was arrested and placed
In the (all at Clayton. Within an limn-thofficers learned that a mob was
forming and that they were on the
way to the jail with a rope to hang
Bolton.
A rig belonging to some citizens of
Clayton was standing hitched near the
Jail. Without putting a coat on the
a
prisoner or himself the officer hustled
efleBflBBBBBBeB
him Into the rig and drove with
breakneck speed across the country
to a place where there is a big curve
In the Colorado & Southern tracks
about four miles from Clayton,
Njlere the officer flagged the train,
annpJ4ecj his prisoner in the smoker.
Not tensViplnutes after the officer
With the prisoner at
had left the
Clayton the mob arrive,, bul fouu
BBeflflBBeBBBB
that the officer had learned of their
Intentions and left the jalk,
f
BeBeBBBBBBBeB
There were no demonstrations and
the crowd returned to towij without
making any trouble for the officers.
BeH89
(lllg has buen a resident oY, NSW
Mexico for nearly twenty years -- J n
was one of the best known rauelnnvv
In the territory.
He was about lTi
years of age, and came west from
a
Ohio, settling In New México on his
ADAMS &
arrival.
L. L). Bolton, before coming to Nov
Mexico was for two years chief eler.
In the territorial government of Oklahoma, and is at present a promineni
DIRECTORS
real estate man of Clayton,
But little Is known of Hobson. who
the trouble started with. The young
man had arrived at Clayton only a
few dnys before the shooting. It was
Embalming is Our
$1.000.00
9:18, Pace, .Surburg'S GrtMn Plug Cut Tobacco stake
his intention to take up land near
Clayton, and It Is understood that I
Specialty
$1.000.00
2:110 Trot. Carnation Cream Slake
was over this question that Bolton
$1.000.00
Moet
Champagne
stake
seal
White
2:13
Chandon'i
Pace.
or. Fifth Strict anil Railroad Avenue
and the young fellow got into trouble.
$1,000.00
2:0 Pace. .Mitchell Wagon Stake
New Phona ir, J
Bolton refuses to say a word about
Old Phone Blk 191
the allalr but this morning when being taken from the truln by Officer
Brophy he said: "This is a nice 'lx
for a man like me to be In. Wonder
what they will think of It back In
Oklahoma City? Man would It drlv
you crazy? Why did I do It? God
JEMEK HOT SPRINGS
only knows; I don't."
-"Don't take me back to that plae !.
Is now open all tbe year around
Let me stay somewhere else," pltadbd
Bolton while on his way to Baton.
Lot of Accommodations
Brophy assured him that he would
not be taken back to Clayton at the
present time, not until the trouble had
Otero's Hntli House Itnn In
entirely died out. Clayton is the counBall
ty seat of Union county, but the prls
Connection.
Big
on
oner will be held In the Jail at Raton
for several weeks.
Bolton Is about 45 years of age, and
MRS. WM. R.0CERS, Prop
only came to Clayton about two yearn
ago. This was Immediately a ft r Irs
services us chief clerk of Oklahoma
expired.
This morning he seemed to realise
the trouble he had rallen Into. At tie
Jail last night after being placed In
a cell ho was so excited and apparently frightened that he could not mak.
a statement of any kind. He constantly fvced up and down his cell, and
during the whole night the prisoners
In the Jail say he did not b.ccp over
two or three hours.
Bolton is rather a bright-lookin- g
man, but small of size. He has the
appearance of a good business man
and not that of a criminal.
"That was the first night I ever
spent in jail," said the prisoner this
morning.
f3L
Cut-o- ff
Officer Brophy left the rig that h
drove the prisoner to the railroad
track, at the place where they boardis at the junction of the main lines of
new City of Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque,
ed" the train In the hills.
r,
lo
When the two men arrived
and
Francisco and Los Angeles, El
from Chicago to
they were without coats, having Isfl
they
soon
that
so
the Jail at Clayton
did not have time to put them on.
What Slic
She was a
who had Just
tho Pullman
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THE GLOBE STORE

JAIL

Reliable Dry Goods, Shoes

c

and Furnishings

Sold

ANNUAL NEW MEXICO

at a Leg itmate Profit

TERRITORIAL

FAIR

ed

to

Mexico, September

Albuquerque,

ii

i

Fairs for a
Quarter
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The Big Globe Sign on W, Railroad Ave
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MBBlinoBBHonBB

Century

SflaHBB9lBBB

inclusive,
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of a

BBcaflBaBaBaB
BBaBBBaBBBa
BBBBBHBaBB

hut
nothing

BBBBflBBBBeBB
BBBBBBBeBBBB
BBflBBBflBBB

Just a Cent and a
Minute

costs yon to SCttd in nil order for GAS RANGE.
Having sent it, we'll do I In rest. I pon receipt of your
your order our Whole (jus range force la put (o work to
do your bidding, and every nerve si rained to put you on
cookery mid summer
Hie high road to
Kitchen comfort.
So many of your neighbors are enjoying the pleasure-- ,
of Twentieth Century COO king; keeping their homes
cool: saving money.
You might lis well he in possession oí these advantages us they.
post!, or phone,
We're waiting your orders. Send
for our representative and lie will call mid explain
everything fully.
Is nil It

aflBBBBaBBBB
BaaBBaaaBBB
BBBBBBaBBBB

Life This

DILGARD

BBeBeflBBBBflBfl
aBaaBBaBBa
BBeBBBBBaeaBB

Purses for Horse Races

$10,000

Pin ses for Baseball

$ 1,500
$ 1,000

Fruit and Vegetable Exhibit

FUNERAL

11

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Company

fife RJO GRANDE LUMBER. COMPANY

TO

Uhe Future Kailroad Center
of The Atchison

Located on the Helen

N. M

The

Al, I, TIIK WOULD
knows that Mallard's tlnow Liniment
haw no superior for Hheumatisni, Stilt
Joints, Cuts, Sprains, Lumb.igo nnil
nil pains. Muy It, try it and you will
always use It. Anybody who has used
Ballard's Snow Liniment Is a living
proof of what It docs. All we ask
of you Is to get a trial bottle. Prion
Sold by J. 11.
25c, 60c and 11.00,
ORIelly Co.

STORAGE.
AWAY THIS SUMMER?
GOING
ríanos, stoves, furniture, etc., stored
wifely.
The SeRoles reasonable.
curity Warehouse and Improvement
Co. Offices, Grant block. Hold phones.
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS.
Is prepared
to
The undersigned
nmku trips to and from tho cclebnil. i
JEM EX HOT SPRINGS. Any Information desired can bo secured from
George H. Moore, No. 113 West P.all-roaavenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.

The Helen

-

U

Hot h Phone

TopeKa

the Santa Fe system
Old Mexico

leading east and west

and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

.t
streets and avenues, RIGHT In tha business
fronting upon 80 and
'jOTB, (alse Mb14I !
ARB THB OWNERS OP THE BELEN TOWN8ITB, Consisting of ONE THOUSAND BUSINESS AND RE9IDENC
grounds and yard limita 100 faet wide and
depot
lia
now
extensiva
grading
Is
company
Railway
center of the NEW CITY and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Coal
Water
HOUSE,
Chutas.
Tanks. Machina Bhepe. Eta
Hause.
R.und
BATING
HARVEY
depota.
Its
FREIGHT
and
NEW
PASSENGER
a mils long, (capacity of seventy miles of aids track) to accomodate
70-fo-

sBs
Has a populatlsn sf X50S, and aeveral large Mercantile Houses,
From Its location upon the Great Trunk line,
In New Mexico.
All fast limited, mall, expresa and freight trains will pass through
two churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurante, etc.
On third of purchase
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EASY.
given. COMB EARLY IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THB CHOICB

.THE CITY OF 3ELEJV

mm

Belen Patent Roller Mills, capacity 160 barrels dally: winery, stc It Is tha largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit
leading North, South, East and West, to all points in the United States and Old Mexico Its futura growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated.
Belen has a lld.OOO public schaol house,
Belen to Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast Th water Is good and climate unsurpassed.
shop, etc. THB LOTS OFFERED ARB
store,
drug
harness
plumber,
mill,
planing
shoemaker,
establishment,
tailoring
bakery,
now
right
a
needs
It
per
per
annum.
Title perfect and warranty deeds
year
cent
sight
with
sne
Interest
at
may remain on note and mortgage for
money cash;
to
person
er
wrlU
In
call
For further particular and prices ol lots
LOTS.
Th

twe-thlr-

The Belen Towiy and Improvement Company

d

The world Is full of odd and curious
people 0 there iu!y still Im- those wlio
Rare not used Morning .lournal classl-llc-

CTofazrn
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ffetv Mejcico
of Santa
Ft Railtvay

Paso Texas
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u n AiiP'rw
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It,
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President
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Contractors' Materials
i-

--

I

Sxsh and Doors Flint and Gfoss

CARNIVAL TO REIGN ALL THE TIME

i

11

STONE HOTEL

Cowboy Relay Races
Ladies' Half tiile Race
Ylanoeuvcrs by Unilcd States Troops
Baby Snow
Poultry Show
Jersey Stock Show
Trades' Display Flower Parade Montezuma
the Streets
Shows
Carnival 4tiraction, with Twenty

uds.

"Nuff Sed"

f ecretary

Vi.

Ge

'ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNSC.

ITHE
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EXTRA SPECIAL

Hickox Maynard Company

Ghe

.
Are Exclusive Representatives
Co.,
Manufacturing
Sterling
Silverware; The Llhbey Co.,
The Oorham
d china
Artistic Cut Glass, and The W. A. Plckard Hand-palnEach In Ita class, and appropriate for Wadding Gifts. Our Moek of
Diamonds "never before ao complete." "Tin a good time for Invest-men- t,
a Diamonds are rapidly advancing in value.

The A rch Front

We

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

have on seJe a large lot

PLUMBERS

CARPET REMNANTS

South Second Street

321-32-

RAILROAD

3

CO

I

TINNERS

AVENUE

large enough to cover a
sitting room. Ingrain,
a
Brussels, and Axministers, at less than actual
: cost. Come in and bring measurments of your
room. We will be able to furnish you with a
nice carpet for very little money.
them just
SOME of
bed room or

are
mon repor ts plenty of toll f Uta
tin
coming to iiir
in villages
busy.
month .uid the .tatsc line is
Poli eanan Prank I
i "i
from
arrested a man named
i: Tlll lt HtKKt AST.
Washington, Julv IS.- - New Mexico: Atrinco who was very drunk and who
m
persisted
riding i sorrowful
Showers Tuesday; Wediwdm partly lug
buckskin pony aroulld the strepts,
Impeding
traffic and causing a
Arizona
fair In toutlx, showers In
After he had twice been
portion Tuesday; Wednesday turbance.
led away ami had nearly derailed
f,r
I
trolley car Officer
itussi conducted
Iverl in the city from Mr. Zeoni to the city basilic, wher-- '
he was atacad in the human departst night.
ment ahd his hofat In the stable.
tker has returned from
M. R. Stan m haa a force "f in"ii ntead- Ahí;- les.
mullí, in
llv :il u'url luvliiu Olí. u
w. w. naves returned to the
--e
,,7
a,,he head of East
, s '
Silver avenue on the mesa. Nearly a
Mrs. y. C. Qerardl, of Trinidad. I mile of water pipe ha been laid. The
I
A
at
registered
the varado.
mains are five Inches, tinbranch
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. ltuthriord b it pipes to the residence lots being two
inches In diameter. Mr. Stamm says
esicrd i morning for Denver.
I. A. Dye ha
fruni a trlii"1R terrace Auunion improvement
Will grade (lold avenue uo
'company
to his old hou
IbOro Ky.
tin' san. hills nexi year, hv
Dr. j. W
returned throimh
Whlch time several residence will be
Ji s inoun- - under way
front an outln
on the mesa.
The com- I tins.
panv's private water plant now sup-- t
Hive No. pps aM ne wa.r tnilt wil )m. riaedád
Rcgdfar rev)
Alain
1 at odd Kello
ail tnia afternoon. I wnen
tnf. addition is ail built up.
at i :2U.
Hundred of tree will be planted next
family
C
spring
w.
cock
along
and
Judge
the boulevard which has
ek al Jeme Hoi been laid out us the extension of .Siare spending
lver avenue.
Spring.
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The above is the "Quick Meal" Trade
Mark. If you want to see the little "Quick
Meal" chick get a quick meal, put it close
to your eyes and your nose on the cross
Look at it that way steadily for a
minme and you will see the chick make a
"Quick Meal" of the bug. People who
use a "Quick Meal" know how to cook a
meal quick and eat it in comfort. "Quick
Meal" Stoves look well, cook well, bake
well and last well. They could not be
made better at any price. Their immense
talc is due to their merits to nothing else.
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A. E. WALKER

The Only First
Class Dillicvrd

FIRE INSURANCE

Hal Rich in (.old Washed
.Secretary Mutual ltulUling Association
Prono Surrounding Hills.
(Orogrande Times.
The Lucky itat, which I the depression north of the Lucky mine, s mi:
217 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
...v., ' f iv
11,1111
IIIMS,
Automatic 'Phone 721.
nicii
ciielosp It mi all sides, except for a
narrow
j
In the east, where it de- bunches out onto the desert.
To tip- south if the iiat i.; the Lucky
mine
west the Iron Mask and thg!
Iron Duke and the Lincoln and Sev
Dealers in
"n Come Eleven, north
the Oarn.Hl GROCERIES, PROVISIONS. HAY.
ami the
Cuprlts and otntiHAIft AND FUEL.
ers. while east there are the two grncll
Mnc of Imported Wines. Muuors
of the mountains, which bend down to j Pineand Cigars. Place Your Orders
the Hoor of ihe plain, from Water
lor This Line With Us.
and from the Luckv bill
cnimui
NORTH THIRD STRMKT
hat surround this Hal

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.,
Agents for Quick-MeSteel Ranga &
Gasoline Stoves.

PARLORS

in the City.? 5 ?

V

ches, In camp -- the rich
copper leads are found !n
deposits of
ie ureal--lountry ma) be found in
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We have jusi Installed our third
refrigerator of large capacity, and
v, ill deliver cold
melons, guaranteed ripe, at Ihe same price y iu
would have iu pay for those noi icj
cold.
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Captain W. Iv Dune .,
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a
the fire departmenl
alarm turned In by Ihi
the L it Putnej comp
the Santa Pe track lot
Hen cSUfbl (Ire and Wtl
uith Mttie difficulty, ii
P
tin sldltiK "lose t
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Pellclto H i' I was named administrator with will annexed of Ihe eslu'e
of Benigno Kael, decanei, no bond
required. In the matter of the striata
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d t'
II. Keith, executor, wuh on
melt
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J. L. 'Bell Co.
122 W.
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If yon need a carpenter telephone
llewM'Idcn. Auto riione HH6.

DIAMONDS

Provide for the Future.

BEGIN NOW!

FVFRITT ,

If

THE LEADING JEWELER
Rculroad Avenue

AND

t
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Investmint

We opened for Subscription .Inly
n new scries of monthly payment savsi, on pet
slock.
ings Installment
month will carry a on.nn sitara.
Also a series of prepaid Investment
stock paying ll per cent interest on de- IHislls or $100.(10 muí upwards
,ibcral withtlnnviil privilege on all
slock.
We will loan you money lo buy or
build you ii home al once if you become a stockholder.

ItKI

F7iINTBkOTE

0011X0.

1

N& rqur.de Avenue,
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Albuquerque, New Mexico 2

SPEELMAN& ZEARING

furnished,

J.E.BELL

Livery, Feed and Sale

..STABLES..

Boarding; Horses a Snectaltl,

Saddle Horses.
tI4 W. Silver Avenue. Albnoueroue.
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MEAT MARKET

Andres Romero, Prop.
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WOOL

,l ll

12. N. T. Armlio Bulldlna

Fresh

W. E. M AUGER

$8 lrfc

Gold FUllnfa, upward from . . . .11.50
50c
Pi inlcss Kxt ruction
All Work Abs
telv ......ueed

Froth and Salt Meats
SAUSAGE A SPECIALTY
FOR CATTLE AND HOGS BIGGEST

Ki.rr

9tf$b
B. F.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer hi

First Slreel

Lamps, Carpets, Bedding, Tinware, and everything to furnish the home. It will be sold regardless of cost. Sale opens June 23, 1906.

I

Secretary
Information desired

W. GOLD AVENUE

This stock consists of Furniture, Stoves, Dishes,

Co-Op- er

THE

ALBVQVERQVE LtNBER CO
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ative Building & Loan
The
Association, of Albuquerque
KOOM II. GRANT HI.OCK
II. H. T I. TO N
Any
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Sash, Doors, Glass Cement

RIGITT.
Our prices ar
W Invlt you to call and eumln th Isenutlful diamond goods we ar
Offering. Also Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, etc. Mall orders receive
prompt attention.
good
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our leather covers to
proleet his train book. Made ..I good
durable Russia leather, strong boards,
lined with he ivy cloth and leather.
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Wholesale Distributors: McCormick IV) jwers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery;
Birdsell Wagons; Mead Hay Presses; Winchester Rifles, Shotguns, Ammunition.

1

W.H.HABN&C0

d.
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Lawn and Garden Tools
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Grocery Company
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Big Lead

Gasoline Stoves

per ton ... $5.50
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Blue Flame Oil Stoves

Ice Cold!
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Schutt, S. Second

Ice Gold!

Ill some plac
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White Mountain Freezers

Watermelons!

The Coob sl Place ill the City

C. P.

I

Alaska Refrigerators

...

OP SUIT DRINKS

An
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Whitney Company!

Prop.

Address: General Delivery
New Mexico
Albuquerque,

ALL KINDS

ICE CREAM.

AVENUE

RAILROAD
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.7 jc per cue
800 per hour

All Work Guaranteed

Candies
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RAFAEL GARCIA .v. TRU.1ILLO
CEMENT CONTRACTORS

IIS W. Railroad Ave
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for the past 17 years at Las Vegas
Automatic Phone 80S

Luck
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Man-dell'-

CXWORKED PLACER GROUNDS
or THE AR1LLA DISTRICT

iware sales-in the clt

M.

man from

Office on Railroad avenue, over
between First and Second sts.
Hours: 8 to 12 a. m., l:tg t 5 p.m
Dr. Williams haa practiced dentistry

Salt Meats

West Gold Anearae, Albuquerque
GAME IN SEASON.

Rankin & Co.
FIRE INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE
LOANS

AntamaUo Pnons 411
ROOM 10. N. T. ARMLTO BUILDING

